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1. The little girl started crying. She ........... her doll, and no one was able to find it for 
her.
A. has lost B. had lost C. was losing D. was lost

2. Next week when there .............. a full moon, the ocean tides will be higher
A. will be B. will have been C. is being D. is

3. David and Peter ........... to live next door to each at one time
A. had uses B. used C. were used D. have used.

4. It would have been a much more serious accident .......... fast at the time
A. he drove B. was he driving C. had he been driving  D. he had driven

5. He promised to telephone ........... I have never heard from him again
A. but B. except C. although D. because

6. She came in quietly ............... not to wake the baby
A. as if B. so as C. such as D. if so

7. I had to get up early, ............ I’d have missed the train.
A. despite B. otherwise C. or else D. however

8. Be careful ! Don’t ........... your drink on the table.
A. spill B. spread C. flood D. flow

9. ............. of all the staff, I would like to wish you a happy retirement
A. Instead B. In place C. On behalf D. On account

10. Anne : “ Make yourself at home.”
John : “................”
A. Yes, can I help you ? B. Not at all. Don’t mention  it
C. Thanks ! Same to you D. That’s very kind. Thank you

11. The ............ about travelling by train rather than by car is that you can sleep or road 
during

the journey
A. enjoyable B. enjoyed C. enjoying D. enjoyment

12. Now, don’t tell anyone else what I’ve just told you. Remember, it is ........... 
A. confidence B. confident C. confidential D. confidentially

13. I’m afraid the we don’t have any ............ size in stock, madam
A. higher B. large C. greater D. taller

14. The manager did not offer her the job because of her untidy ............... 
A. sight B. view C. presence D. appearance

15. ............. amount of money can buy true friendship
A. Never B. None C. No D. Not only

16. He was  unable to ............... his niece’s wedding as he was ill
A. be present B. visit C. attend D. assist

17. You will have to ........... your holiday if you are too ill to travel
A. call off B. cut down C. back out D. put aside
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18. Leave it in the oven until it ......... brown.
A. turns B. colors C. changes D. cooks

19. I can’t possibly lend you any more money, it is quite out of the ................... .
A. order B. practice C. place D. question

20. I wonder who drank all the milk yesterday. It ........... have been Maria because she 
was out all day.
A. can’t B. must C. could D. needn’t

21. I’ll show you around the city when you ........... to visit me.
A. come B. are coming C. will come D. will be coming

22. I ......... for Mary for the last two hours, but she still hasn’t arrived
A. am waiting B. have been waiting C. was waiting    D. had been waiting

23. I’m absolutely no good at all ............ any kind of sport
A. with B. on C. at D. for

24. I’d have told you if I ............. the book
A. had seen B. should have seen C. saw D. would have 
seen

25. He refused to give up work .......... he’d won a million dollars
A. despite B. however C. even though D. as though

26. There was nothing special about his clothes ................... from his flowery tie
A. but B. except C. other D. apart

27. You can use my bicycle ................. you bring it back tomorrow.
A. as long as B. although C. nevertheless D. in spite of

28. He missed the lecture, so I lent hum my notes .................... .
A. after B. afterwards C. at last D. finally

29. Trung: “Why do you think most people learn English?”
Phong: ...................
A. All of them are B. I heard it was very good
C. Very often it’s to get a better job D. Because I like it

30. John: “What kind of job would you like?”
Mike: “...........”
A. Is there a good chance of promotion? B. I heard it was very 
good.
C. Anytime after next week D. Anything to do with computers

31. Martin was very .................. of what he had done
A. shame B. shameful C. ashamed D. ashamed

32. Peter .......... opened the door of the cellar, wondering what he might find.
A. cautious B. cautiously C. cautional D. cautionally

33. That large dog is perfectly .................. and has never been known to attack anyone.
A. harming B. unharmed C. harmless D. harmful

34. He kindly offered to ............... me the way to the station.
A. explain B. direct C, describe D. show

35. Several items of .......... were found on the river bank
A. clothes B. dress C. costume D. clothing
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36. Nobody knows what the ........... of the explosion
A. source B. cause C. reaction D. reason

37. The discovery was a major ........... for research workers
A. breakthrough B. breakdown C. break-in D breakout

38. ........... me to phone them before I go out.
A. Remind B. Remember C. Mention D. Make

39. Please ............. and see us some time. You ‘re always welcome.
A. come to B. come about C. come around D. come away.

40. The police are looking for a man of ................ height
A. medium B. extra C. tall D. special

41. Henry will not be able to attend the meeting tonight because ............... 
   A. he must to teach a class         C. of he will teach a class
    B. he will have teaching a class                   D. he will be teaching a class 
42. We  ............... for three hours and are very tired.
     A. are walking B. have been walking    C. were walking

D. had been walking 
43. Mary was sacked, .......... wasn't surprising.
    A. that            B. for that       C. which        D. for which
44. I don't suppose you like pineapples, __?
      A. do !            B. do you        C. don't I       

D. don't you 
45. The severe drought ................... occurred last summer ruined the corn crop.
     A. it            B. that  C. that it        D. which it       
46. I have always wanted to visit Paris,................... of France.
     A. is the capital    B. the capital         C. which the capital is D. 

that is the capital
47. "Have you seen the place ................ the graduation ceremony will be held?"
      "Yes. It's big enough to hold 5,000 people."
      A. where  B. in that      C. is where that D. which
48. "How's your class this term?"
      "Great. I have seventeen students, most of............. speak English very well."
      A. who        B. whom  C. those        D. which
49. The city ........... at one time prosperous, for it enjoyed a high level of civilization. 

A. must have been B. can have been C. may have been D. 
was 

50. We .......... out yesterday because it ................. .
    A. hadn't gone - was raining B. didn't go - rained

C. didn't go - was raining D. didn't go - had been raining
51. Let’s wait until the rain  ..................

A. stops B. will stop C. has stopped D. is stopping
52. Working for 12 hours a day ................... her very tired.

A. makes  B. made C. make D. making
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53. I am right, ...............?
A. am not I B. don’t I C. aren’t I D. am I

54. I don’t like hunting. - ...................
A. Either do I B. I do, too C. Neither do I  D. I don’t neither

55. ............. my hat of the peg, I went out of the room.
    A. Take                 B. Taking C. Taken                  D. 

Took
56. ............with the size of the whole earth, the highest mountains do not seem high at 

all.
      A If you compare  B. Compare them C. When compared   D. A 

comparison
57. I'd prefer to stay at home tonight............. to the cinema
    A. rather than go B. rather than would go C. rather than will go D. rather than 

went
58. Near the park is a famous landmark................ the Unification Palace.
      A. is                      B. which call C. called                     D. it 

is called
59. "Do you mind if I smoke?"
    A. I'd not rather you do B. I'd rather you won't

C. I'd rather you don't       D. I'd rather you didn't 
60. I remember ............. them somewhere in the city.

A. to see B. saw C. seen D. seeing 
61. It seems that the world record for this event is almost impossible to .......... 
     A. meet       B. beat     C. compare      D. balance
62. My younger sister is very  ........ and so she loves going out but I am much quieter 

and prefer 
      to stay at home.
     A. enjoyable   B. lively      C. pleasing    D. funny   
63. The  ...... were told to fasten their scat belts as the plane began its descent. 
     A. customers B. riders      C. passengers D. flyers 
64. You don't pronounce  ............S" at the end of Arkansas or Illinois.    
     A. an         B. such       C. that       D. the            
64. All Mike's friends felt sorry  ......... him when he had to give up playing football.
    A. with       • B. about      C. for         D. at
66. I can  .............. with most things but I cannot stand noisy children.
    A. put up      B. put on     C. put aside   D. put off
67. The new secretary in the sales department is a fast typist but her letters are full of 

spelling 
      .....................
   A. errors      B. mistakes   C. tricks      D. faults
68. It is .......... to wear jeans at a funeral.

A. ridicule B. ridiculed C. ridiculous D. ridiculing
69. Mr. Jones is a.................. teacher. 
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A. devote B. devoted C. devoting D. devotion
70. It is necessary for students to listen to their teacher ......... .

A. attentive B. attentively C. attention D attend
71. The doctor will not give the patient the test results ............ tomorrow.
     A. on                     B. from C. until                      D. at
72. Have you read this article ..... .........our competitor?
     A. over                  B. for C. by                      D. 

about 
73. Some snakes lay eggs, but .......... give birth to live offspring.

A. other B. the other C. others D. the others
74. My father sometimes .............. the washing up after dinner.

A. washes B. takes C. makes D. does 
75. Your car is ................ more expensive than mine.

A. many B. much C. far D. b and c 
76. We need to..............the language in this report.
     A. simplify            B. simply C. simple                  D. simplicity
77. In my opinion, her leaving early was a very..................thing to do.
     A. children             B. childishly C. childish                  D. child
78. We could call the TV stations and..................the opening of our new store.
     A. publicity           B. publicize C. public                     D. publish
79. I like my work because I have the .............. to make my own decision.
    A. freed                B. freedom  C. freely                    D. 

free
80. Our company believes it is the best............... to handle the account
    A. organizing        B. organizational C. organization D. 

disorganization
81. Children will work hard if the lessons are  ............ .
       A. expressing B. inquiring C. disappointing D. interesting
82.  I gave up the job,  ........... the attractive salary.

     A. because of B. although C. because D. despite
83. Don’t  ask me anything about sports. I like .......... football  ...........  tennis.

     A. either / or B. not only/ but  also C. both / and D. neither / nor
84. Life here is very .............. .

     A. peace B. peacefully C. peaceful D. peacefulness
85: The girl ______ is our neighbor.

     A. was talking to the lady over there B. talking to the lady over there
     C. talks to the lady over there D. is talking to the lady over there

85. The manager did not offer her the job because of her untidy   .............
     A. presence B. sight C. appearance D. view

86. .................. Long has finished his work, he will go home.
     A. As quickly as B. As far as C. As soon as D. As long 

as
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87. My father asked me ... of the film.
      A. what do you think B. what I think C. what I thought D. 

what did you think
88. Her eyes were red and puffy ................... she had been crying a lot last night.

     A. since B. even if C. despite D. because of
89.  Lomonosov was not .............. a great scientist but also a very talented poet.

    A. fairly B. merely C. hardly D. scarcely
90. ........... the old man spoke very slowly and clearly, I couldn’t  understand him at all.

    A. Since B. Although C. Because D. If
91. My daughter often says that she won’t get married until she ......... 25 years old.

   A. will be B. has been C. is D. will have been
92. Mr. Gibbon usually drinks mineral water, but in this party he ............. champagne.

  A. drinks B. has drunk C. is drinking D. will drink
93. He keeps working .......... feeling unwell.

  A. in spite of B. although C. because of D. unless
94. The old manager has just retired, so Jack takes ............. his position.

  A. on B. out C. in D. up
95.  All of us are waiting the man ............ son was lost.

   A. who B. which C. whom D. whose
96. Please don't be so ..............  I can't do all the work by myself.

    A. reason B. reasonable C. unreasonable D. reasonably
97. Ken asked Barbara................ she would like to go to the cinema.

   A. in case B. regarding C. unless D. whether
98.   .........quarreled  with her  boyfriend  yesterday,  she doesn’t   want  to  answer  his 
phone call.

   A. Having not B. Because having C. Having D. Because 
hadn’t
99. It is raining outside, and Tom brought his umbrella with him  ...........  he wouldn’t  
get wet.

A. in order to B. so as to C. so that D. in order
100. Dogs are good traveling companions. They will go .......... you take them.

    A. whatever B. whichever C. wherever D. whenever
101. No longer ............. here. 

A. John works B. John does work C.  does  John  work  
D. so John works 

102.  His  parents  could  not  help  ...............  angry  when he admitted  ..................  the 
exam. 

A. getting/ failing B. got/ failed C. to get/ to fail D. get/ to fail 
103. Hundreds of animals are reported ...................... killed in the forest fire yesterday. 

A. that to be B. to be C. to have been D. that to have been 
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104. Her idea about ..................special class for ........... disabled at first met with 
opposition from their parents. 

A. a/a B. a/ these C. a/ the D. the/  
105. I am always nervous when taking an exam. 

A. Taking an exam always makes me nervous. B. I am taking a nervous exam. 
C. The exam I am taking is nervous.      D. It is a nervous exam that I am taking. 

106. Since the end of the 20th century, English .......... the most widely used language 
around the world. 

A. had become B. became C. becomes D. has become 
107. Expensive as they are, cars are widely used in the US. 

A. Because they are expensive B. Due to they are expensive 
C. They are too expensive D. Although they are expensive 

108. Both televisions and computers ........... an enormous impact on our lives. 
A. have B. had had C. have has D. have had 

109.  The  teacher  recommended  ..........  the  book  but  I  do  not  have  enough 
money ................. it. 

A. buy/ to buy B. bought/ buying C. buying/ to buy D. to buy/ buy 
110. They suggest that beer ........... on TV should be banned. 

A. advertising B. advertised C. advertise D. to advertise 
111. Her natural ........... made this one of the most enjoyable concerts of the year. 

A. musicality B. musical C. musician D. music 
112. A ....... diet includes lots of green vegetables. 

 A. healthful B. healthy       C. health        D. healthily 
113. They ...... believe their children should make choices for themselves. 

A. strongly B. strength C. strengthen D. strong 
114. Dr Fox is a well-known ............ professor. 

A. learning B. learnt      C. learn         D. learned 
115. ......... the fighting stopped, travel across country has been quite safe. 

A. After which B. When C. Since D. Unless 
116. You can leave the money with him; he's totally .............. 

A. trusting B. trustful C. trustworthy D. trusty 
117.  ..........  me  if  I'm  wrong,  but  I  think  we  arranged  the  meeting  for  the  12th  of 
December. 

A. Correctly B. Correction C. Correct D. Corrective 
118. The blue curtains began to ......... after they had been hanging in the sun for two 
months. 

A. dissolve B. melt C. die D. fade 
119. The plane crashed into a bridge because it was flying too ........ . 

A. narrow B. low C. shallow D. deep 
120. The ............. of the poetry competition will be known today. 

A. decision B. effect       C. choice D. result
121. He never expected his prophecy to be ....................

A. achieved B. accomplished C. realised D. fulfilled
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122. The boy was ............. with a family in the countryside.
A reared B. bred C. brought up D. grown up

123. Jane came ......... a beautiful picture when she was tidying the room.
a. across b. round c. into d. past

124. Until she was arrested last week, the young woman thought she had ........ the 
perfect crime.

a. committed b. escaped c. got away d. charged
125. ............. it not been for the intolerable heat in the hall, they would have stayed 
much longer.

a. If b. But c. Should d. Had
126. The ball .................... two or three times before rolling down the road.

a. sprang b. bounced c. leap d. hopped
127.The ................. of the pagoda in the water was very clear and beautiful.

a. sight b. shadow c. reflection d. mirror
128. When I came, the salesperson was ................ to the customers how to use a new 
kind of washing machines.

a. demonstrating b. proving c. exposing d. teaching
129. Do you think Ms. Brown will ............. for Parliament in the next election?

a. sit b. run c walk d. stand
130. A human being is ............... of many, often conflicting, desires.

a. made b. made up c. consisted d. created
131. The train accident .......... the other train’s departure by a few hours.

a. sent back b. called off c. delayed d. retained
132. The judge ................ the murderer to a lifetime imprisonment.

a. convicted b. sentenced c. prosecuted d. accused
133. All the people involved solemnly ........... on the Bible to keep the secret.

a. promised b. cursed c. vowed d. swore
134. The lecture hall gradually emptied as the professor ........... on.

a. rambled b. kept c. dragged d. passed
135. The little girl was full of .............. towards her wicked stepmother.

a. retribution b. resentment c. reprisal d. vengeance
136. The planet Mercury  ................. rotations during every two trips around the Sun.

a. three complete b. completes three
c. the completion of three d. Completing three of the 

138. Mountaineers .......... climb Mount Everest must make reservations to do so, often 
up to seven years in advance.

a. want to b. they want to c. who want d. wanting to
139. In economics, “diminishing returns” describes ......... resource inputs and 
production.

a. among b. when it is c. among them d. the 
relationship between

140. Rarely ............... remove the entire root of a dandelion because of its length and 
sturdiness.
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a. can be casual gardener b. the casual gardener
c. the casual gardener will d. does the casual gardener’s

141. Professional people expect ............ when it is necessary to cancel an 
appointment.

a. you to call them b. that you would call them
c. your calling them d. that you are calling them

142. Frost occurs in valleys and on low grounds ............. on adjacent hills.
a. more frequently as b. as frequently than
c. more frequently than d. much frequently than

143. In a new culture, many embarrassing situations occur ............. a 
misunderstanding.

a. for b. of c. because of d. because
144. ............. unknown quantities is the task of algebra.

a. To found b. Find c. The find d. Finding
145. Both liquids and gases flow freely from a container because they have .............. .

a. not definite shape  b. none definite shape c. nothing definite shape d. no definite 
shape

146. Research in the work place reveals that people work for many reasons ................ .
a. money beside b. money besides c. beside moneyd. besides 
money

147. The horn of the rhinoceros consists of a cone of tight bundles of keratin ............ 
from the epidermis.

a. grow b. grows c. growing d. they grow
148. ......... range in colour from pale yellow to bright orange.

a. Canaries which b. Canaries c. That canaries d. Canaries that are
149. It is believed ............. cause insomnia.

a. too much caffeine which b. that too much caffeine
c. it in too much caffeine d. too much caffeine that

150. Alex did not do very well in the class because ............... .
a. he studied not good b. he failed to study properly
c. he was a badly student d. he was not good to study

151. The harder you try, ................. .
a. the most you achieve b. you achieve the more
c. the more you achieve d. the better achieve you have

152. I like everything in London .......... the weather.
a. minus                 b. respect                   c. except d. abstract

153. We hope you will get all your heart’s ........... .
a. desires b. obstacles c. uncertain d. disease

154. Children born into rich family show a ............ to get fat.
a. keenness b. tendency c. problem d. enjoyment

155. It is very difficult for us to ......... our bad habits.
a. get through b. put out c. overcome d. set off

156. To his parents’ great ............ , he failed the examination.
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a. pleasure b. joy c. happiness d. disappointment
157. I cannot ................ noise when I am working.

a. get b. tolerate c. put on d. take
158. He retired at the ............... of 60.

a. age b. old c. older d. elder
159. My teacher always gives us a clear .............. .

a. explain b. explained c. explanatory d. explanation
160. He is very successful ........... his job.

a. for b. with c. in d. of
161. You are old enough to live on yourself, you should not depend ........ your parents 
so much.

a. in b. on c. with d. at
163. Do you set about doing to work? 

a. start b. begin c. commence d. all correct        
164. Don’t play down John’s contribution to the research.

a. undervalue b. cooperate c. go along with d. pretend
165. From the evidence they inferred that he was guilty.

a. concluded b. started c. commenced d. extended 
166. He always keeps his eyes on his workers.

a. stands over b. stands for c. stands up d. stands by
167. “ How much of this money is yours?” – ...................... . 

a. Half of it b. Half it c. all it d. most it
168. A chill  ............  the children as they wonder whether they will  be able to do the 
work.

a. taps b. strikes c. blows d. snatches
169. At the school – leaving age, the time is past when having a teacher .............. you all 
the time.

a. standing over b. sitting beside c. walking over d. coming over
170. Children have a lot of fears as the time to start work ....... 

a. draws further b. goes away c. gets nearer d. moves away
171. Children want to get over the obstacles, uncertainties and even disappointments 
that they encounter  when they ............. 

a. continue working b. stop working c. start work d. finish work
172. Even children who are ............. keen on a particular occupation often know little 
about it.

a. deservedly b. reservedly c. supposedly d. hurriedly
173. Peter always completes his work ....... .

a. with great pleasure b. by great pleasure     c. with greatly pleasure d.  with 
great pleasantly
174. You have made ............. mistakes in your writing.

a. so much b. a lot of c. little of d. much of
175. Don’t drink ............. wine. It’s bad for your health.

a. many of b. a few of c. so much d. many
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176. What would John do if he ............ the director of this company?
a. is b. was c. were d. has been

177. She had worked ........ she made herself ill.
a. such hard that b. such hardly that c. so hardly that d.  so 

hard that
178. He had spent ____ writing an essay about his childhood.

a. a large number of time b. a great deal of time   c. a few time     d. many time
179. "Would you like some more cake?" "Yes, please, but only ............."

a. a little b. little c. few d. a few
180. A great deal of machinery ............ sent to the exhibition recently.

a. are b. is c. has been d. all incorrect
181. A lot of furniture in her room .............  new.

a. is b. are c. was d. were
182. We didn't have any money but Tom had .................

a. a little b. little c. a few d. few
183. We didn't take ................ photographs when we were on holiday.

a. many b. much c. an amount of d. a great deal of
184. We had no ............... in finding a job.

a. difficulty b. difficult c. difficulties d. all correct
185. Were they ................when they got the job?

a. satisfactory b. satisfy c. satisfaction d. all correct
186. You can get ................treatment in this hospital.

a. occupy b. occupied c. occupation d. occupational
187. “He made a decision to leave home.” means 

a. He decided to leave home b. He decides to leave. 
c. He made decisive to leave home. d. He made decide to leave home.

188. Nora's father died ...............  years ago.
a. few b. a few c. much d. a large amount of

189. Products in this shop were     ................  arranged,  displayed,  and  presented  on 
the shelves.

a. attracted b. attractive c. attraction d. attractively
190. She finds it ................to stop smoking.

a. difficult b. difficulty c. difficultly d. difficulties
191. She is a very quiet person. She doesn't say .................

a. many b. much c. few d. little
192. She is an ................mother in a few more weeks.

a. expectant b. expectation c. expectantly d. expecting
193. Have I ................ to you how to use this new typewriter?

a. answered b. explained c. told d. showed
194. We often watch a film on T.V................ going to bed.

a. then b. during c. upon d. before
195. He thinks you are ................ your time looking for a job in this town. There’s not  
much to do here.
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a. wasting b. spending c. missing d. losing
196. You will be surprised at how................ Joe is in French after a year.

a. fluently b. fluent c. fluency d. influence
197. Although he was quite fat, Tom was not very pleased about ........... called Piggy 
by his classmates.

a. be b. being c. was d. having
198. Carl and Malcolm look like brothers but actually they are not .......... .

a. relative b. relation c. related d. family
199. The woman said the murderer was a short, ........... man with a beard.

a. petite b. tallish c. stocky d. average
200. Some people ......... sport to keep fit, not because they like it.

a. do b. make c. train d. practice
201. One ....... of the scheme is the very high cost.

a. advantage b. shortage c. drawback d. shortcoming
202. I really can’t ............ the twins apart. They look so alike.

a. say b. talk c. take d. tell
203. We ............... Catherine yesterday when we were shopping.

a. came across b. bumped into c. ran to d. fell into
204. I don’t think she can get her message .............. to the students. She seems too 
nervous.

a. across b. around c. out d. over
206. His speech ..... little or no relation to the topic given.

a. gave b. reflected c. bore d. was
207. What’s wrong with you today? Did you get out of bed on the wrong ................... ?

a. end b. side c. foot d. edge
208. When I told the doctor that I had had earache for nearly a month, he gave me 
a .......... for ear – drops.

a. ticket b. recipe c. receipt d. prescription
209. I wish you ......... to leave now. The party has just begun.

a. don’t have b. not have c. wouldn’t have d. didn’t have
210. Jack ............ be so bad-tempered; I wonder if he’s got problems.

a. isn’t use to b. didn’t used to c. wouldn’t d. didn’t use to
211. Even with vast research, there is still a great deal that is ............. known about the 
workings of the human brain.

a. neither b. none c. no d. not
212. The United States consists of fifty states,  ........ has its own government.

a. each of which b. they each c. each of them d. each of
213. If it hadn’t been for you laziness, you ......... the exams.

a. could pass b. had passed c. could have passed d. must have passed
214. Everyone hopes to succeed in life, ................. ?

a. doesn’t he b. hasn’t he c. haven’t they d. don’t they
215. As a protection device, an octopus ejects black or purple ink to cloud the water 
when ........ .
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a. does it escape b. its escape c. it escapes d. escapes it
216.  Wherever  there  is  plenty  of  rain  during  the growing  season,  life  is  ............  in 
various forms.

a. abundant b. the abundance c. an abundant d.  it 
abundant

217. Despit6e its wide range of styles and instrumentation, country music has certain 
common features ......... its own special character.

a. give it that b. that give it c. give that d. that gives it to
218. ..........  discussed by the board of directors when it was proposed again by the 
supervisors.

a. The problem had already b. The problem is already
c. The problem had already been d. The problem has already

219. .............. provided a living for nearly 90 percent of the population of the American 
colonies.

a. Farming was what b. What farming c. Farming was d.  What 
was farming

220. But for their help, he ................ .
a. would have failed b. has failed c. has not failed d.  wouldn’t 
have failed

221. Every year Canadian ........ about 75 percent of their exports to the United States.
a. businesses that sell  b. selling businesses c. businesses sell  d.  that  sell  to 
businesses

222. In simple animals, ......... reflex movement or involuntary response to stimuli.
a. behaviour mostly b. most is behaviour     c. most behaviour is

d. the most behaviour
223. I can’t go with you today; I have ........ things to do.

a. a great deal b. a great many c. many a great d. great many
224. I applied for the position of a receptionist, but they had ...... for computer 
programmers.

a2. empty b. vacancies c. blank d. left
225. She is rather intelligent. After learning English for two months, she mastered 
the .......... English grammar.

a. basic b. foundation c. platform d. step
226. We have never seen things of this .......... before.

a. style b. goods c. sort d. kinds
227. The contestants .................... from 18 to 25.

a. put b. arrange c. order d. range
228. The theatre manager decided to reduce the price of tickets to 
increase ................. .

a. attend b. attendant c. attendance d. attending
229. Ha Noi, ............. capital of Vietnam, is an interesting place to visit.

a. a b. an c. the d. no article
230. We are sure that they are all in favor .......... the plan.
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a. to b. for c. of d. at
231. I will be responsible ........... what I do.

a. with b. for c. from d. on
232. There is a / an ........ to every rule.

a. abstract  b. exception  c. minus    d. subtract 
233. Do you know .......... thing that happened to me?

a. the best  b. the bad  c. the bet    d. the bat 
234. It was when I ............ my last job, I felt very unhappy.

a. came  b. lost  c. gamed    d. succeeded 
235. ........... from the flowers may cause allergy to some people who cannot stand 
strange smell.

a. Leaves  b. Root  c. Plant    d. Pollen
236. They decided to ................. their differences and become friends.

a.  take on b. put aside  c. give away    d. go over 
238. ................. is a person who is concerned with the protection of environment.

a.  Environmentalist b. Specialist  c. Communist    d. Psychologist 
239. The ............ to go to work to help Mum with some money impulse me to apply for 
that job.

a.  tiredness b. happiness  c. keenness    d. sadness 
240. Daisy said to Peter, “ .............. sit down.”

a. Do b. Does c. Can d. Be
241. After we ........ our work, we ........ for lunch.

a. having finished/ went b. have finished/ went
c. had finished / went d. had finished/ going 

242. My mother seldom ...... of Peter as her adoptive son, she loves him as much as 
me.

a. thought b. thinks c. has thought d. was thought
243. After ............ high school, Tom was apprenticed to learn a trade.

a. left b. leaves c. had left d. leaving
244. The government ........... to take action against the rate of unemployment.

a. to be expected b. to expect c. is expected d. be expected
245. I would rather be a teacher ......... a manager.

a. than b. more than c. better d. better than
246. John rarely goes to church on Sundays.

a. Rarely goes John to church on Sundays.  b. Rarely John goes to 
church on Sundays.

c. Rarely does John goes to church on Sunday. d. Rarely does John go to church on 
Sundays.
247. The government is responsible for the ..............  of medical services  

a. provide b. provision c. provisional d. provisionally
248. She was ..................  dressed.

a. respect b. respectable c. respectably d. respectful
249. I protested but she  carried on ..................  . 
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a. regard b. regardful c. regardless d. regardlessly
250. The time is ..................when we must think about buying a new house. 

a. approach b. approaching c. approachable d. approached 
251. In the near future, these devices will be .................. tested. 

a. automation b. automational c. automatically d. automatic
252. More ............. , can he be depended on? 

a. importance b. important c. importantly d. import 
253. In this course,  students receive .............  in basic engineering. 

a. instruct b. instructive c. instructions d. instructively
254. Big men aren't .................  strong men . 

a. need b. necessary c. necessarily d. necessity 
255. His long ............  made us bored and sleepy.

a. speak b. speaker c. speaking d. speaks
256. I would rather you ............ me at work.

a. don’t phone b. didn’t phone c.  haven’t phonedd.  not phone
257. The English course ........ by the end of 2009.

a. will end b.  would be ended c. wouldn’t have ended
d.  will have ended

258. It is essential that he ................ . His illness seems worse.
a. need operating b.  need to operate c. needs to operate d. 

needed operating
259. It is no use ............. about pollution in big cities.

a. to complain b.  complain c. complaining d.  complained 
260. ........... stamps is my hobby.

a.  Collect b.  Collecting c. Collected d.  a and c correct
261. I can’t stand impudent children.

a.  tolerate b. agree  c.  get over  d.  put aside 
262. I need a pocket ............ .

a.  calculator  b. calculation  c.  calculate d.  calculated 
263. This is the flight .......... that I told you about .

a.  attended b.  attendant c.  attendance d.  attend 
264. It is not .......... to work in hot room.

a.  convenience b.  conveniently c.   convent d.  convenient 
265. This ................ company had done good business here. 

a.  construct b.  construction c.   constructively d.  constructive 
266. Halfway to the office Paul ........... round and ......... back home because 
he ............. to turn the gas off.

a.   turned / went / had forgotten b.  turned / went / forgot 
  c.   turn / went / had forgotten d.  turned / go /  forgot 
267. London ............ a lot since we first ........... live here.

a.   had changed / came b.  changed / came 
c.  changed / had come d.  had 

changed / had come 
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268. While she ............ on the phone, the children ............ fighting and ........... a 
window.

a.   talked / started / broke b.   was talking / started / broke
c.   was talking / was starting / broke d.   was talking / was started / broke

269. He used to talk to us for hours about all the interesting things he ......... in his life.
a.   did b.  was done c.   had done d.  has done 

270. “I must see the manager.” She said. → She insisted that ............ .
a.   she must to see the manager. b.  she has to see the manager. 
c.   she had seen the manager. d.   she had to see the manager.

271. The only way you can become a good athletes is by training hard every day. → Only 
by......

a.   training hard every day you become a good athletes
b.   training hard every day you can become a good athletes
c.   training hard every day can you become a good athletes
d.   all are correct

272. I’m sorry now that I asked her to see. → Now I wish ............... .
a.   I had asked her to see. b.  I hadn’t asked her to see. 
c.   I asked her to see. d.  I didn’t ask her to see.  

273. Would you mind not smoking in here? → I’d rather ............... .
a.  you did not smoke in here. b.  you smoked in here 
c.  you smoke in here d.  you not smoke in here 

274. Mary said, “I have not seen Peter since last month.”
a. Mary said she has not seen Peter since the previous month.
b. Mary said she had not seen Peter since the previous month.
c. Mary said she was not seen Peter since the previous month.
d. Mary said she does not see Peter since the previous month.

275. Lee, who is Chinese, learns English as a ........ language.
a. native b. second c. foreign d. first

276. This villa is in the ............ of my parents.
a. belong b. possession c. having d. wealth

277. I  really cannot accept your .............. demands.
a. easy b. usual c. hard d. unreasonable

278. Imagination ............. facts.
a. outplays b. outlays c. outruns d. outlives

279. English is not the possession of the United State and Britain alone. 
a. ownership b. proprietorship c. possessor ship d. all correct

280. French is not private property of French.     
a. individual b. special c. rare d. general

281. He will not necessarily have to go  
a. undoubtedly b. essential c. needful d. compulsory

282. Mr. Green instructs their students in science.  
a. teaches b. guides c. trains d. all correct

283. It is unreasonable behavior   
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a. unacceptable b. sensible c. advisable d. tenable
384. Look at the pictures

a. watch b. protect c. overlook d. appear
286. In this particular case, I can help you. 

a. specific b. general c. ordinary d. careless
287. After two years of learning, Mary can speak French .............. .

a. fluently b. pretty c. strictly d. automatic
288. Mai graduated .............  the University of Education.

a. from b. at c. in d. for
289. English is spoken in many countries all ............ the world.

a. in b. over c. at d. from
290. Mary was the last applicant .............. by that interviewer.

a. to be interviewed b. to be interviewing c. to interview d. to have interviewed
291. I’m hungry. Is there any food ................ ?

a. to be eaten b. to eat c. eating d. for me eating
292. The bottles of wine .......... on the shelf.

a. is b. are c. was d. has put
293. Working for 12 hours a day ............ her very tired.

a. makes b. made c. make d. making
294. The guest of honor, along with his wife and children, ........... sitting at the first table 
when we had a party yesterday.

a. was b. were c. are d. have been
295. Marilyn was a popular film star.

a. disliked and unknown b. liked and admired c. hate and admired   
d. unknown and liked

296. Most of us like motion pictures.
a. chess b. cards c. plays d. films

297. ....... is well developed in this country.
a. Industry b. Industrial c. Industrialize d. Industrious

298. The authorities are trying to cause the improvement of women employment.
a. bring in b. bring out c. bring up                     d. bring about

299. The United Nation ................... about 160 nations.
a. consist of b. consist in c. consist d. consists of

300. How do you speak this fraction : 4/9?
a. Four over nine b. Four-nineths c. Four-ninths d. Four-nines

301. Do you know .............. ? – I myself have no idea.
a. how many year the earth is b. how old the earth is
c. how long is the earth d. how much time earth has been

302. ........ his bad leg, he couldn’t walk so fast as the others.
a. Because b. Because of c. The reason d. Since

303. ............ difficulties you may encounter, I’m sure you’ll succeed.
a. How b. However c. Whatever d. How greater

304. My father said ......... would invite our teacher to dinner on Saturday.
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a. of we b. so we c. we d. that is we
305. We do not want any more summers .......... the last ones.

a. like b. so c. similar d. as
306. The surgeon is a genius. We are not doubtful ........... it.

a. on b. of c. for d. about
307. I have always wanted to visit Paris, ........... of France.

a. is the capital b. that is the capital c. which the capital is
d. the capital

308. ................ of the students in my class could solve the problem yesterday.
a. None b. Neither c. Either d. Not much

309. When ............. in international trade, letters of credit are very convenient.
a. used b. are used c. using d. they used

310. “Would you mind waiting a moment?” – “............. . I still have time.”
a. Yes, I would b. Yes, I wouldn’t c. No, I wouldn’t d. No, I would

311. All of the athletes who took part in international games should be very proud 
of ............. .

a. them b. themselves c. theirs d. them self
312. In many ways, riding a bicycle is similar ..................... a car.

a. to the driving b. when you drive c. to when driving d. to driving
313. There is always .............. traffic in the city center at rush hours.

a. strong b. full c. heavy d. many
314. The stolen machines were ............ a lot of money.

a. valued b. cost c. priced d. worth
315. The children love ................ the old castle.

a. discovering b. exploring c. hunting d. detecting
316. It was raining very ........... so I took my umbrella.

a. wet b. badly c. hard d. firmly
318. You will not pass the exam ......................... working harder.

a. unless b. if c. without d. although
319. The air has become more and more polluted because of exhaust fumes from 
motor vehicles.

a. conserved b. contaminated c. preserved d wasted
320. Car ................ contains carbon  monoxide which is invisible, but dangerous.

a. rubbish b. garbage c. exhaust d. air
321. The ......... of the water supply caused some infectious diseases for the people in 
the area.

a. conservation b. contamination c. concentration d. conclusion
322. Hydrogen .......... with oxygen to form water.

a. makes b. fixes c. combines d. connects
323. Medicare is combined from ............... .

a. medicine and care b. media and care c. medical and care d. medician and care
324. They are interested in the .......... of synthetic fabrics.

a. manufacture b. manufactured c. manufacturer d. manufacturers
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325. When wastes are poured into the atmosphere, the air becomes contaminated. 
a. polluted  b.  purified c. cleaned  d. disinfected  

326. The air becomes unpleasant when wastes are poured into the atmosphere. 
a.  polite b. disagreeable  c.  friendly d.  all are right 

327. Our country is ........ in rubber.
a.  rich  b. interested   c. take part   d. participate    

328. I hope you will be ............. in business.
a.  tired b.  successful  c. boring   d.  fed up    

329. He is ............ of life.
a.  enjoyable  b.  funny  c.  fond  d.  friendly   

330. I am ........... with much washing.
a.   friendly b.  delighted  c.  pleased  d.  busy   

331. I’m .......... with waiting here doing nothing.
a.  bored  b.  tired  c.  sad  d.  suitable   

332. Nam was .............. about speaking to a large audience.
a.  anxious  b.  difficult  c.  clumsy  d.  clever   

333. I’m ................... to you for help.
a.  doubtful  b.  grateful  c.  equal  d.  similar   

334. I feel ................. of your success.
a.  aware  b.  afraid  c.  joyful  d.  kind   

335. He is very ............. to me.
a.  skillful  b.  sorry  c.  kind  d.  useful  

 336. Iraq is very ............. oil.
a. richness of b. rich in c. of rich in d. getting rich in

337. The public library is open ............. who are interested in reading and doing 
research.

a. all to readers b. all for readers c. for all readers d. to all readers
338. She was ............ she could not say anything.

a. so surprised at the news that b. such surprised at the news that
c. so surprised of the news that d. so that surprised for the news

339. It is very difficult for you ........... if you cannot speak his native language.
a. getting acquainted to a foreigner b. getting acquainted with a foreigner
c. to get acquainted to a foreigner d. to get acquainted with a foreigner

340. “ We cannot eliminate pollution completely.” Means ................ .
a. Eliminating pollution completely is impossible b. It is quite easy for us to eliminate 
pollution
c. It is possible for us to eliminate pollution completely d. B and C are correct

341. “ I did not agree with your idea.” Means ............ .
a. I approved of your idea b. I was not in favour of your idea
c. Your idea is my favourite d. I am not in agreement with your idea

342. Not only ......... air pollution but it also does harm to our health.
a. car exhaust cause b. car exhaust causes
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c. does car exhaust cause d. do car exhaust 
cause
343. ____ all the lectures is necessary for those ........... want to pass the examination 
easily.

a. To attend / which b. Attending / who c. Attending / which d. Attend / who
344. Nam is very clever ........... making excuses.

a.  to  b.  in  c.  at  d.  about   
345. They made it difficult ........ me to see her.

a.  with  b.  from  c.  about  d.  for   
346. Students here are friendly ......... one another.

a.  to  b.  about  c.   for d.  with   
347. I’ll invite her if you’re agreeable ............ her coming.

a.  with  b.  of  c.  to  d.  in   
348. The bin needs emptying. It is full ........ rubbish.

a.  to  b.  of   c.  in  d.  at   
349. Make yourself pleasant ............. your visitors.

a.  to  b.  with  c.  of  d.  for   
350. She got back safe ........... her adventure.

a.  in  b.  from  c.  to  d.  about   
351. I’m not familiar .............. her, but her face seems familiar ........... me.

a.   with / in b.  with / to  c.   to / with d.  to / to   
352. Scientists and engineers have been become key figures in our modern ............. 
society.  

a.   industry b.  industrialize    c.  industrial  d.  industrially     
353. Cash may be ........... for a man to carry in his pocket.

a.   risk b.  risked  c.  risky  d.  all wrong   
354. Water is an .......... liquid.

a.   odourful b.  odour    c.  odourless    d.  odourfully
355.  The  pilot  of  a  Russian  plane  approaching  Cairo  will  use  English  to  ask  for 
landing ..........  .

a.   instructed b.  instruct  c.  instructions  d.  instructive   
356. When foreigners ask him, he answers in English ........... . 

a.   automatic b.  automatically  c.  automatical  d.  auto   
357. This gives us some idea of the ...........  of English. 

a.  importance  b.  import  c.  important  d.  importantly   
358. English is more international  than any other language in the world.   English 
is ......... 
    a.  the most international language in the world.  b.  the international language in the 
world.
    c.  the more international language in the world.  d.  the least international language in 
the world.   
359. Whose car is this?  Who does .......... ?
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a.   this belong to car? b.  this car belong to?  c.  car belong to?  
d.  belong to car?   

360. I would like you to help me do this English exercise.  Do you mind ........... ?
a. liking you to help me do this English exercise?  
b.  you helping to help me do this English exercise?  
c.  helping me do this English exercise?  
d.  helping me this English exercise?     

361. John doesn’t play tennis. Neither does David.  Neither John ........... 
a. or David plays tennis.  b. nor David play tennis.  c. or David play tennis. d.nor David plays 
tennis.   
362. The last person who leaves the room must turn out the lights.  The last person 
to ............ 

a.  leave the room turn out the lights. b.  leaves the room to turn out the lights.  
c.  leave the room must turn out the lights.  d.  leaves the room to 

must turn out the lights.   
363. My father no longer smokes cigarettes.  No longer ................

a.  do my father smoke cigarettes.  b.  does my father smoke cigarettes.  
c.  does my father smokes cigarettes.  d.  do my father smokes cigarettes

364. The air has become more and more polluted because of exhaust fumes from 
motor vehicles.

a. conserved b. contaminated c. preserved d wasted
365. Car ...................... contains carbon  monoxide which is invisible, but dangerous.

a. rubbish b. garbage c. exhaust d. air
366. The ............. of the water supply caused some infectious diseases for the people 
in the area.

a. conservation b. contamination c. concentration d. conclusion
367. Hydrogen .............. with oxygen to form water.

a. makes b. fixes c. combines d. connects
368. Medicare is combined from .......... .

a. medicine and care b. media and care c. medical and care d. medician and care
369. They are interested in the ................ of synthetic fabrics.

a. manufacture b. manufactured c. manufacturer d. manufacturers
370. When wastes are poured into the atmosphere, the air becomes contaminated. 

a. polluted  b.  purified c. cleaned  d. disinfected  
371. The air becomes unpleasant when wastes are poured into the atmosphere. 

a.  polite b. disagreeable  c.  friendly d.  all are right 
372. Our country is ............... in rubber.

a.  rich  b. interested   c. take part   d. participate    
373. I hope you will be .............. in business.

a.  tired b.  successful  c. boring   d.  fed up    
374. He is ............. of life.

a.  enjoyable  b.  funny  c.  fond  d.  friendly   
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475. I am ................. with much washing.
a.   friendly b.  delighted  c.  pleased  d.  busy   

376. I’m .......... with waiting here doing nothing.
a.  bored  b.  tired  c.  sad  d.  suitable   

377. Nam was .............. about speaking to a large audience.
a.  anxious  b.  difficult  c.  clumsy  d.  clever   

378. I’m .......... to you for help.
a.  doubtful  b.  grateful  c.  equal  d.  similar   

379. I feel .......... of your success.
a.  aware  b.  afraid  c.  joyful  d.  kind   

380. He is very ........ to me.
a.  skillful  b.  sorry  c.  kind  d.  useful 

381. Iraq is very .................. oil.
a. richness of b. rich in c. of rich in d. getting rich in

382. The public library is open .............. who are interested in reading and doing 
research.

a. all to readers b. all for readers c. for all readers d. to all readers
383. She was ......... she could not say anything.

a. so surprised at the news that b. such surprised at the news that
c. so surprised of the news that d. so that surprised for the news

384. It is very difficult for you ................ if you cannot speak his native language.
a. getting acquainted to a foreigner b. getting acquainted with a foreigner
c. to get acquainted to a foreigner d. to get acquainted with a foreigner

385. “ We cannot eliminate pollution completely.” Means ................... .
a. Eliminating pollution completely is impossible b. It is quite easy for us to eliminate 
pollution
c. It is possible for us to eliminate pollution completely d. B and C are correct

386. “ I did not agree with your idea.” Means ......... .
a. I approved of your idea b. I was not in favour of your idea
c. Your idea is my favourite d. I am not in agreement with your idea

387. Not only .......... air pollution but it also does harm to our health.
a. car exhaust cause b. car exhaust causes
c. does car exhaust cause d. do car exhaust 

cause
388. ........... all the lectures is necessary for those ........... want to pass the examination 
easily.

a. To attend / which b. Attending / who c. Attending / 
which d. Attend / who
389. Nam is very clever ............ making excuses.

a.  to  b.  in  c.  at  d.  about   
390. They made it difficult ............... me to see her.

a.  with  b.  from  c.  about  d.  for   
391. Students here are friendly ............ one another.
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a.  to  b.  about  c.   for d.  with   
392. I’ll invite her if you’re agreeable ................ her coming.

a.  with  b.  of  c.  to  d.  in   
393. The bin needs emptying. It is full......... rubbish.

a.  to  b.  of   c.  in  d.  at   
394. Make yourself pleasant ......... your visitors.

a.  to  b.  with  c.  of  d.  for   
395. She got back safe ........... her adventure.

a.  in  b.  from  c.  to  d.  about   
396. I’m not familiar ........ her, but her face seems familiar ............. me.

a.   with / in b.  with / to  c.   to / with d.  to / to   
397. Scientists and engineers have been become key figures in our modern ..... 
society.  

a.   industry b.  industrialize    c.  industrial  d.  industrially     
398. Cash may be .............. for a man to carry in his pocket.

a.   risk b.  risked  c.  risky  d.  all wrong   
399. Water is an ........... liquid.

a.   odourful b.  odour    c.  odourless    d.  odourfully
400. The pilot of a Russian plane approaching Cairo will use English to ask for 
landing ........... .

a.   instructed b.  instruct  c.  instructions  d.  instructive   
401. When foreigners ask him, he answers in English ................. . 

a.   automatic b.  automatically  c.  automatical  d.  auto   
402. This gives us some idea of the .................  of English. 

a.  importance  b.  import  c.  important  d.  importantly   
403.  English is more international  than any other language in the world.   English 
is ............. 
    a.  the most international language in the world.  b.  the international language in the 
world.
    c.  the more international language in the world.  d.  the least international language in 
the world.   
404. Whose car is this?  Who does ................?

a.   this belong to car? b.  this car belong to?  c.  car belong to?  
d.  belong to car?   

405. I would like you to help me do this English exercise.  Do you mind ................?
a. liking you to help me do this English exercise?  
b.  you helping to help me do this English exercise?  
c.  helping me do this English exercise?  
d.  helping me this English exercise?     

406. John doesn’t play tennis. Neither does David.  Neither John ................
a.  or David plays tennis.  b.  nor David play tennis.  
c.  or David play tennis. d.  nor David plays tennis.   
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407. The last person who leaves the room must turn out the lights.  The last person 
to .............

a.  leave the room turn out the lights. b.  leaves the room to turn out the lights.  
c.  leave the room must turn out the lights.  d.  leaves the room to 

must turn out the lights.   
408. My father no longer smokes cigarettes.  No longer ................ . 

A.  do my father smoke cigarettes.  B.  does my father smoke cigarettes.  
C.  does my father smokes cigarettes.  D.  do my father smokes cigarettes

409. John ................ tennis once or twice a week.
A. usually play B. is usually play C. usually plays D. have usually plays

410. At 5 o’clock yesterday evening, I ............... my clothes.
A. am ironing B. have ironed C. was ironing D. ironed

411. She .......... German for two years.
A. has learnt B. is learning C. learn D. learns

412. Ann ............ tea very often.
A. doesn’t drink B. don’t drink C. didn’t drink D. hasn’t drunken

413. The earth ............... round the sun.
A. go B. has gone C. went D. goes

414. They .......... me about it last week.
 A. was telling B. told C. has told D. would tell

415. My grandfather ............. many years ago.
A. had died B. has died C. died D. was dying

416. I think the weather ......... nice later.
A. will be B. be C. is D. has been

417. I will see him when he .......... here tomorrow.
A. comes B. will come C. has come D. had 
come

418. The boys broke a window when they ............. football.
A. played B. were playing C. had played D. are playing

419. It’s at least a month since ............. Tom.
A. I last seen B. I last see C. I have last seen D. I last saw

420. I ......... her since I ............ a student.
A. know / am B. knew / was C. have known / am D. have known / was

421. Everybody ........ to do their best at present.
A. tries B. try C. is trying D. are trying

422. A lot of money ........... on advertising every year.
A. spend B. spends C. is spent D. are spent

423. I ......... here since last January.
A. am studying B. have been studying C. had been studying D. was 
studying

424. The meal ................ when I came.
A. was be cooked B. is cooked C. was being cooked D. is being cooked

425. He .......... to New York three times this years.
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A. had been B. was C. is D. has been
426. Each of you ............ share in the work.

A. have B. has C. having D. to have
427. When I last saw Mai, she ..............to find a job.

A. tried B. has tried C. is trying D. was trying
428. The students ............ to be at school at 7 a.m.

A. tell B. told C. were told D. have told
429. If He knew the facts, he .............. us what to do.

A. will tell B. would tell C. tells D. told
430. If you ....... the cake in the oven for too long, it will burn.

A. leave B. left C. will leave D. are leaving
431. We ............ on the swings when it started to rain.

A. didn’t play  B. haven’t playedC. weren’t playing D. aren’t playing
432. Our children ............. to school by bus every morning.

A. take B. are taken C. have taken D. are taking
433. Each student ................... the lesson very well.

A. understand B. understands C. understanding D. to understand
434. Jane ............... to me twice a month.

A. was writing B. are writtting C. was written D. writes
435. He ............. the effects of radiation when he suddenly died.

A. was studying B. studied C. had been studying D. had studied
436. Television .......... very popular since the 1950s.

A. is B. was  C. has been D. had been
437. Everybody in both cars ................ injured in the accident last night.

A. is B. are C. was D. were
438. Working for 12 hours a day .......... her very tired.

A. makes B. to make C. make    D. making
439. Hurry! The train.......... I don't want to miss it.

A. comes           B. is coming           C. came D. 
has come

440. Mike.......... one hour ago.
a. phoned        b. was phoning        c. had phoned      d. has phoned

441. We.......... English next Monday.
a. learn b. will learn    c. are learning  d. will learning

442. I ............... my key. Can you help me look for it?
a. lose b. lost    c. had lost d. have lost

443. Last night Tine............... in bed when suddenly she heard a scream.
a. read b. was reading   c. had read d. had read

444. While mother............. dinner the phone rang.
a. cooked b. had cooked   c. has cooked d. was cooking

445. This room is dirty. Someone................. in here.
a. smoked b. has smoked        c. had been smoking    d. has been smoking

446.  I............. TV at 8L30 last night.
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a. watched b. was watching c. has watched d. had watched
447. While I was working in the garden, my son........ video games.

a. was playing b. played c. has played d. has been playing
448. I've lived here............... 1990.

a. since b. from c. to d. for
449.  Paulo has learned English.......... five years.

a. since b. from c. to d. for
450.  In 1996, my brother...................... at Harvard university.

a. studies b. is studying c. studied d. had studied
451. John......... at the moment, so he can't answer the telephone.

a. works b. is working c. has worked d. will work
452. John.......... tennis once or twice a week.

a. usually play b. in usually playing c. usually playsd. have
453. I enjoy ..............  to music.

A. listen B. to listen C. listening D. listened
454. She tried to be serious, but she couldn’t help ..........  .

A. laughing B. to laugh C. that she laugh D. laugh
455. I can’t stand .............. this dirty room.

A. seeing B. to see C. seen D. saw
456. Would you mind ................ the door?

A. not close B. closing C. to close D. to have closed
457. We must do something. We can’t go on ............ like this.

A. to live B. living C. life D. live
458. We decided ............... because of the bad weather.

A. not gone B. not going out C. not to go out D. not go out
459. They had a boy ............. that yesterday.

A. done B. to do C. did D. do
460. You must ........... a lot of people here.

A. to know B. knowing C. know D. known
461. I would rather ............. this job.

A. not taken B. not take C. not to take D. not taking
462. He made me .............. it all over again.

A. do B. doing C. to do D. done
463. It is easy .......... wise after the event.

A. be B. to be C. being D. is
464. It is cold for us ........... .

A. went out B. go out C. to go out D. going out
465. I’ll get Peter ........... do this for you.

A. do B. done C. did D. to do
466. I think she is accustomed to ........... English at a private school.

A. taught B. teach C. teaching D. be taught
467. My shoes need ................. .

A. to mend B. to be mended C. mending D. both b and c
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468. After reading this article, you will give up ................ .
A. with smoke B. to smoke C. smoke D. smoking

469. We haven’t got anything ............ you.
A. tell B. to tell C. telling D. told

470. ............. another cup of tea, please?
A. Do you like B. Did you like C. Will you like D. Would you like

471. I will have your bicycle .......... before returning it to you.
A. repaired B. to repair C. repairing D. repair

472. My father wants me ......... harder.
A. to work B. work C. worked D. working

473. She told me ............ to go to the bank.
A. don’t forget B. not forget C. not to forget D. should not forget

474. I can’t stand ......... on the underground when it is busy.
A. travel B. traveling C. to travel D. to travelling

475. Every day I spend two hours ......... English.
A. practice B. to practice C. practicing D. practised

476. She doesn’t like going ......... in the sea in summer.
A. to swim B. swimming C. to be swimming D. swim

477. You can pass the exam by .......... harder.
A. studying B. study C. to study D. to be studying

478.  I .............. play with dolls when I was small.
A. enjoyed B. hated C. started D. used to

479.  It is raining hard. We had better ......... at home tonight.
A. staying B. to stay C. stay D. to be staying

480.Human beings must stop ................ the environment.
A. to pollute B. polluted C. pollutant D. polluting

481. Feeling sleepy, the driver stopped.............. coffee.
A. to drink B. drank C. drinking D. drunk

482. He used to .......... television every night.
A. watch B. watches C. watched D. watching

483.  .......... a foreign language requires great effort.
A. Learn B. As learning C. to learning D. learning

484. Nam is ............. in being a Mathematics teacher.
A. interest B. interesting C. interested D. uninteresting

485. I hoped you don’t mind ............ to come tonight.
A. to be asked B. you were asked C. being asked D. we ask you

486. Do you mind ................... ?
A. smoking B. to smoke C. if I smoke D. me smoke

487. I can’t help ......... sorry for her. She seem ...... such a nice girl.
A. to feel / to be B. feeling / being C. feeling / to be D. to feel / being

488. I enjoy China, but I .............. go to Thailand.
A. would rather B. love C. would like D. prefer

489. She went to market without........... anything.
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A. buy B. to buy C. bought D. buying
490. She has avoided......... to me so far.

A. being talked B. talk C. talking D. to talk
491. ............ to friends is nice .............. is also enjoyable

A. Talking /being alone B. To talk/ being alone  C. Talk/ to be alone D. Talking/ be 
alone

492. Would you mind not...... on the bus?
A. in smoke B. to smoke C. smoke D. smoking

493. Don’t you get tired ........... watching TV every night?
A. with B. by C. of D. at

494. Don’t be afraid  ......... the dog. He’s quite harmless.
A. in B. of C. at D. for

495. I am ......... of gardening and growing a wide variety of flowers.
A. fond B. keen C. surprised D. fed

496. Mary is ........... in gardening. She can work in the garden for hours.
A. excited B. exciting C. interested D. amused

497. She did all the work ............... her own.
A. by B. on C. for D. at

498. Have you seen Peter lately? I’ve been looking ........... him this week.
A. by B. in C. for D. into

499. I’m .............. of hearing your excuses for your lateness.
A. tired B. fond C. worried D. surprised

500. She has learnt English for 3 years, and she is good ............ English now.
A. by B. in C. for D. at

501. Are you............ in knowing all the answers?
A. interested B. excited C. amused D. frightened

502. The students are bored ........... learning the same subjects.
A. of B. at C. in D. with

503. He is ....... listening to his sister’s advice.
A. bored in B. interested in C. tired of D. tired in 

504. Many people in the world are fond .............. football.
A. of B. with C. in D. for

505. He has been out of work ....... a long time.
A. since B. for C. in D. when

506. How are you? I haven’t seen you ........ ages.
A. since B. for C. in D. at

507. Our holiday was ruined .............. the bad weather.
A. at B. with C. by D. for

508. On a summer Sunday, most of the roads are crowded ............ cars.
A. with B. of C. for D. at

509. She is ............. in being a nurse.
A. tired B. afraid C. bored D. interested

510. He left school ........ the age of 18.
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A. on B. in C. at D. by
511. Faraday was born ..................... a poor family.

A. for B. in C. onto D. on
512. I’m going on holiday __________ the end of this month.

A. at B. in C. on D. to
513. They haven’t found _________ any efficient medicine for SARS.

A. in B. up C. on D. out
514. If I were 5 years younger, I would apply_________ that job.

A. to B. of C. for D. into 
515. Finally, they succeeded _________ finding a cure for that strange disease.

A. with B. on C. to D. in
516. The doctor said she needed to be _________ a diet.

A. in B. on C. with D. into
517. Mai and Minh decided to go _________ a walk.

A. by B. for C. on D. in
518. She was born ______________ May 12th, 1990.

A. in B. on C. at D. into
519. I haven’t seen my brother __________ 5 months.

A. since B. during C. from D. for
520. What do you do ___________ the evening?

A. in B. on C. at D. from
521. We haven’t seen each other __________ last January.

A. for B. on C. since D. in
522. I last met her ________ October last year.

A. since B. in C. on D. for
523. Mary was standing _________ front of her desk.

A. on B. at C. in D. from
524. I’m grateful __________ you for your kindness.

A. to B. in C. of D. about
525. She was able to carry ___________ all the tasks assigned to her.

A. away B. out C. on D. off
526. We might have a picnic. It depends  ____________the weather.

A. in B. at C. to D. on
527. Thank you. It was very kind _________ you to help me.

A. for B. of C. from D. to
528. She always takes good care ___________ her children.

A. for B. in C. of D. with
529. Washington State is famous ________its apples.

A. in B. for C. of D. with
530. Thank you very much _________ what you have done for me.

A. of B. up C. for D. about
531. Do you belong ________ any clubs or organizations?

A. on B. to C. for D. up
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532. She’ll come home ___________ April.
A. on B. in C. at D. for

533. She is very kind ___________ everyone.
A. of B. to C. at D. for

534. It’s very kind ________ invite me.
A. from you to B. by you to C. of you to D. that you

535. It happened ________ 7.00 ________ the evening.
A. in / at B. to / in C. at / to D. at / in

536. My brother was very good __________ physics.
A. with B. at C. in D. on

537. I haven’t heard from Mai for ages. I’m a bit worried ________ her.
A. with B. for C. about D. in

538. I’m sorry _______ Nam my friend, who lost a mother last week.
A. about B. for C. with D. to

539. The three friends all applied _______ the same job.
A. for B. in C. at D. on

540. Tom succeeded ________ persuading his boss to buy a computer.
A. of B. in C. on D. with

541. They are now in Paris; they will leave ____________ London next week.
A. to B. for C. in D. on

543. I’m _____________ advertisements on TV.
A. tired of B. bored with C. fed up with D. all are correct

544. Why are you angry ______________ me? I didn’t do anything wrong.
A. at B. with C. to D. of

545. You can get there ___ bus or ___ foot.
      A. by – by B. with – with C. by – on D. on - on
546.  They plan to arrive in Paris ___ July 4th.

A. in B. on C. at D. of
547. Don't forget to congratulate him ___ his birthday.
      A. on B. at C. in D. for
458. Jenny is ___ work now.
      A. at B. on C. for D. of
549. Tracy waited ___ the bus station for an hour.
      A. with B. for C. since D. at
550.  Ida wanted to stay ___ home.
      A. in B at C. on D. for
551. You should spend your money ___ something worthwhile.
      A. on B. with C. in D. for
552. ___ a rainy day I like to stay at home.
      A. at B. during C. on D. in
553.  I have known her ___________ last year.
A. for B. since C. from D. at
554.  Nowadays many people are aware ___________ danger of smoking.
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A. to B. for C. at D. of
555. I am happy to hear from Mary because I haven’t seen her ________ last year.
A. for B. on C. since D. A and B
556. She always takes good care_______ her children.

a. for b. in c. of d. with
557. Jane doesn't spend much money______ clothes.

a. over b. about c. at d. on
558. She was very surprised________ the grade she received.

a. at b. on c. of d. about
559. We went there_______ car and stayed there for the whole day.

a. in b. on c. with d. by
560. We started our journey ______ foot.

a. with b. by c. on d. in
561. He always prevents me_______ doing my duty.

a. of b. from c. with d. against
562. Mr. Foster lives_____ 667E 76th street______ New York.

a. in/in b. at/in c. on/in d. in/on
563. Water consists_____ oxygen and hydrogen.

a. about b. with c. on d. of
564. He succeeded________ getting a scholarship.

a. in b. about c. for d. on
565. Thank you very much_____ what you have done for me.

a. of b. up c. for d. about
566. Are you interested ___________ working for us.

a. at b. in c. on d. by
567. What’s the matter ___________ you this morning, John?

a. with b. at c. for d. from
568. Television has been very popular ___________ 1950s.

a. for b. in c. since d. during
569. His grandfather died _________the age of 90.

a. in b. of c. on d. at
570. It is very nice______ you to take so much trouble.

a. of b. to c. for d. from
571. Ed depends________ his family for financial support.

a. on b. in c. of d. at
572. I prefer coffee______ tea.

a. than b. to c. from d. for
573. Stratford – upon – Avon is the town __________ William Shakespeare was born 
and died.

A. that B. which C. where D. when
574. You will become ill___________ you stop working so hard.

A. until B. when C. unless D. if
575. The flat is very noisy, __________ we enjoy living there.
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A. but B. and C. for D. so
576. It is David ____________ broke the glass.

A. which B. whom C. who D. whose
577. I’ve known him __________ I left high school.

A. during B. until C. since D. when
578. This is the place __________ I was born.

A. where B. what C. which D. that
579. _____________ the traffic was bad, he arrived on time.

A. Although B. In spite of C. Despite D. Even
580. That’s the job ___________ I applied.

A. which B. for which C. that D. for what
581. It is the strong economic power of the United States ________ help English to 
become popular today.

A. that B. this C. which D. they
582. She didn’t work hard enough, ____________ she lost her job.

A. so B. but C. and D. yet
583. London is the city ______________ I was born.

A. where B. which C. that D. there
584. This is the bank ___________ was robbed yesterday.

A. which B. where C. who D. what
585. Mary, _____________ fixes my car, has just won the lottery.

A. that B. who C. he D. where
586. Bill gates, ________ among the software engineers, is one of the richest men in 
the world.

A. whose name is famous B. whose famous names is
C. whose is famous name D. whose name famous is

587. ___________ we find new sources, we will soon run of out energy.
A. If B. when B. Unless D. Only

588. _________ it rained al lot, we enjoyed our holiday.
A. Because B. Despite C. Although D. Because of

589. Norah Jones, ___________ music is loved by many jazz fans, grew up in Texas.
A. who B. whose C. whom D. which

590. ___________ she comes in half an hour, we shall go without her.
A. If B. Unless C. When D. Then

591. Linh’s learning English ___________ she can study in Australia.
A. so that B. so as C. in order to D. as to

592. She failed the test _________ she studied hard.
A. despite B. in spite C. even D. though

593. The house ____________ he bought in 2000 is being repaired at the moment.
A. where B. what C. which D. whom

584. You should look up the meaning of the word in the dictionary________ misuse it.
A. so as to B. to C. so as not to D. so that

595. Jean did not have much schooling _________ she had to work very hard.
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A. despite B. even C. and D. however
596. He was not very interested in Physics _________ he grew up.

A. unless B. until C. and D. because
597. It is the pronunciation _________ that causes me a lot of difficulty.

A. which B. it C. that D. who
598. That was the reason______ he didn’t marry her.

a. when b. where c. why d. which
599. The boy to______ I lent my money is poor.

a. that b. whom c. who d. which
600. The boy_____ eyes are brown is my son.

a. who b. whom c. which d. whose
601. The town____ we are living is noisy and crowded

a. in where b. which c. at which d. where
602. I enjoy my job because I like the people____ whom I work.

a. in b. on c. at d. for
603. The house____ which I am living is not in very good condition

a. in b. on c. at d. for
604. My English teacher, ____ comes from Australia, loves computers.

a. who b. whom c. which d. that
605. Amy, ____ car had broken down, was in a very bad mood.

a. who b. whom c. whose d. that
606. That is the place_____ the accident occurred.

a. where b. which c. on which d. that
607. She's not only beautiful_________ intelligent.

a. but also b. but c. however d. yet
608. I like bananas, _______ my brother doesn’t

a. because b. and c. but d. even though
609. It's raining, _______ I can't go to the beach.

a. so b. or c. but d. and
610.  He is saving_______ he can go on vacation.

a. so that b. so c. unless d. that
611. We know_______ him and his wife.

a. either b. neither c. both d. as well
612. He hasn't written to us_______ he left.

a. when b. for c. because d. since
613. The shirt in the window was ___________ expensive for me to buy.

A. enough B. too C. so D. such
614. She worked ________ she made herself ill.

A. such hard that B. such hardly that C. so hardly that D. so hard that
615. People now live _________ than before.

A. well B. the best C. as well D. better
616. She dances __________ than her sister.

A. more beautifully B. the most beautiful
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C. the most beautifully D. beautifully
617. She though German was more industrial ________ France.

A. than B. then C. as D. to
618. Melbourne is ____________ than Sydney.

A. more hot B. more hotter C. hoter D. hotter
619. You English is very __________. You speak English very ___________.

A. good/good B. good/well C. well/good D. well/well
620. David doesn’t work very hard. I work___________ 

A. more hard B. more hardly C. hardlier D. harder
621. John’s father worked very _________, but he _________earned enough to feed 
his family.

A. hard/hard B. hardly/hard C. hard/hardly D. hardly / hardly
622. It is ______________ on the poles.

A. extreme cold B. cold extremelyC. extremely cold D. cold extreme
623. The sun is ___________ when seen from mercury than when seen from the earth.

A. more much brilliant B. much more brilliant C. much brilliant more D. much brilliant
624. The south is flatter and wealthier _________ the north.

A. as B. than C. like D. from
625. The bus driver was ________ tired to drive the same route that he asked for a 
transfer.

A. very B. too C. so D. such
626. John doesn’t work ___________ his brother.

A. as hard as B. as hardly as C. more hardly than D. hardlier than
627. Mercury is the __________ planet of the sun’s family.

A. small B. smaller C. most smallest D. smallest
628. He doesn’t get up early on Sundays. He gets up ___________ .

A. late B. lately C. slowly D. hardly
629. Actually, today I feel ____________ than I did yesterday.

A. bad B. worse C. worst D. the worst
630. My __________ brother studies at college.

A. old B. older C. elder D. the eldest
631. This is the__________ film I have ever seen.

A. good B. worse C.  best D. better
632. This is the__________ film I have ever seen.

A. more interesting B. the most interesting C. interesting D. most interesting

633. English is ___________ used in the world.
A. wide B. widely C. wider D. widen

634. Paris is _________ exciting ________ London.
A. as – than B. as – as C. more – as D. most – than

635. He doesn't get up early on Sundays. He gets up_______
a. late b. lately c. slowly d. hardly

636. It was too small. It wasn't_______
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a. enough big b. big enough c. fairly big d. rather big
637.  Mary sang_______

a. goodly b. good c. beautiful d. beautifully
638.  A small child cried_______ in the third row of the theatre.

a. noisily b. noisy c. noisier d. noisiest
639. Peter is the______ student in my class.

a. taller than b. so tall as c. the tallest d. tallest
639. What's the______ film you've ever seen?

a. good b. best c. better d. the best
640. Can Tho is______ from Saigon than Bien Hoa is.

a. farther b. further c. far d. farer
641. Bao Yen sings______ than this singer.

a. well b. better c. gooder d. more good
642. My father is______ as yours.

a. old b. as old c. older d. so old
643. She is the______ daughter in the family.

a. older b. more old c. eldest d. oldest
644. HCM city is ______ than Nha Trang

a. more large b. as large c. not so large d. larger
645.  He is the______ student in this class.

a. very intelligent b. most intelligent  c. more intelligent  d.  less 
intelligent
646. . You can take______ books as you want.

a. as many b. as much c. so much d. too many
647. . Although she is very popular, she is not______ her sister.

a. pretty as b. as pretty c. prettier than d. more pretty than
648. They are______ my other neighbors.

a. more friendlier than b. friendly than
c. friendlier as d. more friendly than

649. This is_______ man of all I've been known.
a. best b. better c. good d. the best

650. The rooms in the front_______ noisier than those in the back.
a. are more b. are little c. are very d. are much

651. The harder this farmer works, ______ he becomes.
a. the poorest b. the poorer c. the more poor d. poorer

652. The ____________ is just around the corner and you won’t miss it.
A. bicycle’s shop B. bicycle shop  C. bicycles shop     D. bicycles’ shop

653. He dropped a __________ and broke it.
A. cup of coffee B. coffee’s cup C. cup for coffee D. coffee cup

654. What will happen to his ______________ ?
A. horse racing B. horse race C. racing horse D. race horse

655. A rod of wood or steel which is used with a line for catching fish is called a____.
A. fishing rod B. fish rod C. rod fish D. rod fishing
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656. My ____________ is broken. I want to have a new one.
A. tea cup B. cupping tea C. cup of tea D. cup of 
tea

657. It’s years since I enjoyed ___________ so much.
A. herself B. myself C. himself D. itself

658. ___________water in this glass is not good.
A. An B. A C. X D. The

659. She wanted _________ stamps but there weren’t_________ in the machine.
A. few – any B. some- any C. some – some D. any - any

660. Peter has spent _________ time and money on stamp collecting.
A. a great deal of B. Many of C. a large number of D. a few of

661. John didn’t have enough _________ money to continue his study.
A. a B. an C. the D. no article

662. It  is _______________ city that he got lost.
A. a such big B. such big C. such a big D. a very big

663. There are __________ in the universe that we can’t count them.
A. so much stars B. so many stars C. such stars many D. such stars much

664. The film was __________ boring that we had left before the end.
A. such B. too C. so D. enough

665. Faraday’s father was ___________ poor to send him to school.
A. such B. too C. so D. enough

666. It took ___________ time to learn this lesson.
A. so B. such C. so much D. so many

667. She is _______________ to understand it.
A. too intelligent B. very pretty C. enough ability D. too young

668. I’m too tired ___________ any thing.
A. for doing B. do C. done D. too

669. It was a very difficult question and __________ got it right.
A. little students B. a little students C. few students D. a few students

670. He arrived at the hotel with only __________ luggage.
A. a little B. a few C. few D. little

671. David is a good friend of __________.
A. me B. I C. my D. mine

672. _____did the writer feel? Angry.
a. Where b. Why c. How d. When

673. _____ did aunt Lucy come? By train.
a. When b. How c. Why d. Where

674. _____ does he call? Once a month.
a. How seldom b. How long c. How soon d. How often

675. _____ did he feel! Very nervous.
a. What b. How c. How much d. Which

676.  _____ was the bicycle picked up? In a small village.
a. Where b. Why c. What d. When
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677.  _____ did he wave to? his companion.
a. Who b. Whose c. Which d. What

678. _____ do you prefer, English or French?
a. What b. How c. Which d. Whichever

679. How_____ people took part in the conference last month.
a. many b. little c. few d. many of

680. _____ has Pierre been living her? Since last September.
a. How much b. How long c. How far d. How many

681. _____ is your mother? My mother is a worker.
a. What b. Which c. Who d. Whose

682. Smoking is a great _______________ to our health.
A. harm B. harmful C. harmless D. harmness

683. English tends towards simplicity, which is its____________ .
A. strengthen B. strong C. strongest D. strength

684. It is _________ of you to say that. You know it isn’t true.
A. honestless B. inhonest C. dishonest D. unhonest

685. She is filling in the ____________ form.
A. application B. applicant C. apply D. appliance

686. People who are out of work ______________ .
A. unemployed B. unemployment C. employed D. employee

686. The old man has saved a lot of money for his ___________ .
A. retire B. retiring C. retirement D. retired

687. We had a _____________ discussion about football.
A. bore B. boring C. bored D. bored

688. Money doesn’t always bring ___________ .
A. happy B. happily C. happies D. happiness

689. His ___________ make his parents happy.
A. success B. successful C. succeed D. succeeded

690. It was _________ to see my old friends again after a long time.
A. surprised B. surprise C. surprisingly D. surprising

691. Mary and her younger sister have many ____________ .
A. different B. difference C. differ D. differences

692. It is ____________ to drive without a driving license.
A. dangerous B. danger C. dangerously D. in danger

693. My brother has no ___________ in football.
A. interesting B. interest C. interested D. interestingly

694. All of us think that she has a _______ voice.
A. beauty B. beautiful C. beautifully D. beautifulness

695. Hamlet is a _________ play.
A. success B. successful C. succeed D. successfully

696. My brother can play a lot of __________ instruments.
A. musically B. musician C. music D. musical

697. My car is quite ______________.
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A. economic B. economics C. economical D. economy
698. Halong is one of the most famous tourist __________ in Vietnam.

A. attractions B. attract C. attracted D. attracting
699. Many people love the ____________ of life in the countryside.

A. simplicity B. simplify C. simply D. simple
700. This is a good place for fashion designers to show their last __________ .

A. creative B. creation C. creature D. create
701. ______________ is a very serious problem in many countries.

A. Employ B. Employed C. Unemployed D. Unemployment
702. They couldn’t understand his _______________ .

A. refuse B. refusing C. refusal D. to refuse
703. The weather has turned ___________ .

A. coldly and windily C. coldly and windy
C. cold and windily D. cold and windy

704. The ____________ of the computer has changed the way people exchange and 
process information.

A. invention B. invent C. inventive D. inventor
705. In the past we used to have oil lamps, but now we all use ___________ lights.

A. electrical B. electricity C. electric D. electrician
706. Many strange disease have _________ in the last few decades.

A. development B. developed C. developing D. developmental
707. A newspaper which is published every day is called a ________ newspaper.

A. weekly B. daily C. monthly D. yearly
708. Iron is an essential __________ element in human body.

A. chemic B. chemical C. chemistry D. chemist
709. Deforestation leads to the __________ of many species.

A. extension B. extend C. extinction D. extinct
710. The water is ____________ . You can’t drink it.

A. polluted B. polluting C. pollution D. pollute
711. In Britain the people who are out of work get ____________ benefit.

A. employee B. unemployment C. employed D. employment
712. John drives very __________ . He’s never had any accidents.

A. careful B. carelessly C. carefully D. caringly
713. We’ve decided to interview only six ______________ for the job.

A. applicants B. appliances C. applicants D. applies
714. Gases from factories are extremely ______________ 

A. harm B. harmful C. harmlessly D. harming
715. What is the ____________ of the weather getting better before the weekend?

A. possible B. possibility C. impossible D. impossibility
716. Together with smoking and drinking, ___________ is also one of the causes of ill 
health.

A. active B. inactive C. activity D. inactivity
717. English is the most___________ used language in the world.
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A. wide B. widely C. widely D. width
718. Surgeons have tried to reduce the number of ____________ 

A. dies B. death C. deaths D. dead
719. Vietnam has got ____________ borrowings from Chinese.

A. considerable B. considerate C. considering D. consideration
720. She spent ___________ nights worrying about her father.

A. slept B. sleepy C. asleep D. sleepless
721. All of my students appreciate the __________ of English learning.

A. import B. important C. importantly D. importance
722. He retired at the _____________ of 60.

A. age B. old C. older D. elder
723. The ____________ of the moon for the earth causes the tides.

A. attract B. attracted C. attractive D. attraction
724. Tom didn’t pass the exam the first time because of his __________.

A. carefully B. carelessly C. carefulness D. carelessness
725. It is likely that he will _____________ his new job.

A. succeed B. success C. successful D. successfully
726. In my opinion, the German are more ____________ than the English.

A. economy B. economic C. economics D. economical
727. Life in the countryside is very ____________, isn’t it?

A. peace B. peaceful C. peacefully D. peacefulness
728. Viet is only a first – year student but he enjoys doing _________ researches.

A. science B. scientist C. scientific D. scientifically
729. That book is ............, so I don't want to read it.

A. bored B. bore C. boringly D. boring
730. Some species of rare animals are in .................... of extinction.

A. danger B. dangerous C. dangerously D. endanger
731. Bacteria are tiny ___________ .

A. animals B. birds C. fish D. organisms
732. Areas  with wet land  are called _____________ . 

A. ponds B. puddles C. lakes D. marshes
733. Bacteria help ___________ the bodies of dead plants and animals.

A. destroys B. damage C. decay D. demolish
734. ______________ is the term for wood prepared for use.

A. Tree B. Branch C. Paper D. Timber
735. Human beings are _____________ their environment.

A. concerning B. destroying C. breaking D. demolishing
736. No ___________ has been found for cancer.

A. prevention B. survival C. exercise D. cure
737. The doctor ______________ him to give up smoking, but he didn’t quit.

A. applied B. persuaded C. prevented D. pleased
738. She is a bit overweight, so the doctor advises her to go on a __________ .

A. treatment B. prevention C. diet D. cure
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739. We can make good advances in the ____________ of the diseases.
A. cause B. prevention C. harm D. survival

740. Eating too much junk food is ___________ to people because it can cause 
obesity.

A. harmful B. helpful C. pleasing D. ordinary
741. A doctor who studies and treats mental illness is called a _______________.

A. Physicist B. doctor C. psychiatrist D. surgeon
742. If we could find out the ......... for cancer, thousands of people would be saved 
every year.

A. remedy B. prevention C. disease D. cause
743. Under the sun’s heat, water on earth ____________ .

A. melts B. evaporates C. rises D. floats
744. ____________ energy is the energy that we get from the sun.

A. wind B. tidal C. hydro D. solar
745. The sun, the moon, the Earth, and Mars are examples of ______________.

A. systems B. universes C. planets D. worlds
746. Because of the _________, things fall to ground when they are dropped.

A. attraction B. gravity C. force D. power
747. The sun is our main ___________ of energy.

A. force B cabin C. resource D. source
748. The Wildlife Fund helps to ____________ endanger species.

A. reduce B. produce C. increase D. preserve
749. Charles Darwin was the father of the ___________ evolution.

A. practice B. project C. theory D. problem
750. Most of the experiments are carried out in ____________.

A. laboratories B. farms C. fields D. schools
751. The telephone was _____________ by Graham Bell.

A. invented B. cured C. appointed D. invented
752. Christopher Columbus _________ the New Continent quite be chance.

A. invented B. discovered C. experimented D. developed
753. The scientific study of life and structure of plants and animals is called 
_________ .

A. biology B. philosophy C. geography D. physic
754. A force of attraction that causes objects to move towards each other is 
called__________.

A. electricity B. evolution C. gravitation D. invention
755. Isaac Newton had to o many _________ before he could produce an electric 
lamp.

A. discoveries B. inventions C. experiments D. developments
756. You’ve been ill for nearly a week. You should see a __________ now.

A. driver B. police C. doctor D. lawyer
757. A person who makes bread and cakes and sells them is a _________ .

A. baker B. actor C. nurse D. pupil
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758. Most of the ____________ in this factory are under 30 years old.
A. artists B. farmers C. singers D. workers

759. The ___________ of the United States now is George Bush.
A. architect B. housewife C. president D. physicist

760. The moment I saw her, I ____________ something was wrong.
A. read B. ranked C. realized D. gasped

761. All the children should learn to speak a foreign _______________.
A. story B. country C. language D. tongue

762. His ___________ tongue is Vietnamese, but he can speak English and Chinese, 
too.

A. father B. mother C. first D. home
763. Sending emails is _____________ way to communicative with other people.

A. happy B. dangerous C. interested D. effective
764. The Internet is a modern medium of ________ information.

A. having B. collecting C. visiting D. looking
765. Some small islands along the coast of Vietnam are still not ________

A. lived B. habited C. inhabited D. inherited
766. The ________ of this button is to start the machine.

A. action B. function C. way D. need
767. When I’m tired, I ________ to make mistakes.

A. want B. need C. like D. tend
768.The last reason is ________ far the most important one.

A. as B. by C. too D. very
769. It’s been great to ________ business with you.

A. do B. run C. make D. start
770. From a small workshop, the company has ________ into a major bicycle 
producer.

A. come B. become C. moved D. evolved
771. Hard work forms the ________ of her success.

A. road B. basement C. basis D. back
772. I can’t ________ life without my TV.

A. see B. think C. imagine D. consider
773. It is the English pronunciation that ________ a lot of difficulties to Vietnamese 
students.

A. makes B. causes C. does D. gets
774.  ________ languages are languages which are still used today.

A. Living B. Alive C. Breathing D. Staying
775. Vietnam has ________ many changes over the last twenty years.

A. undertaken B. undergone C. understood D. underlined
776. The man who designs a house is the ________.
      A. engineer B. painter C. architect D. manager
777. May I ________ your pen?

A. lend B. give C. do D. borrow
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778. There is ________ of fruits in Vietnam.
A. various B. varied C. a variety D. vary

779. Suddenly the lights ________ out and we were left in darkness.
A. went B. gave C. put D. turned

780. What’s the right ________ to say this word in English?
A. way B. method C. manner D. approach

781. There were many people lying ________ the sun on the beach. 
A. under B. on C. in D. below

782. ________ weekends, I often go fishing with my family.
A. Over B. At C. In D. For

783. She is a dancer, so you should buy a pair of ________ shoes as a present for her 
birthday.

A. dancing B. dance C. dances D. dancer’s
784. My parents can’t ________ seeing me at home all day.

A. stop B. stand C. start D. hate
785. What will happen to his ________?

A. horse racing B. horse race C. racing horse D. race horse
786. A rod of wood or steel which is used with a line for catching fish is called a 
________.

A. fishing rod B. fish rod C. rod fish D. rod fishing
787. Sky-diving is dangerous ________ great fun.

A. so B. and C. but D. for
788. The exhibition ________ place twice a year.

A. makes B. has C. does D. takes
 789. ________ do you spend your free time? 

A. What B. Which C. How D. When
790. How much does that watch ________?

A. cost B. pay C. spend D. fix
791. My ________ is broken. I want to have a new one. 

A. tea cup B. cupping tea C. cup for tea D. cup of tea
792. What is your ________ sports?

A. interesting B. favouriteC. liking D. exciting
793. There are different kinds of music to________ your taste

A. miss B. fit C. tight D. suit
794. Have you ________ any plans for this summer holiday?

A. found B. made C. done D. worked
795. My wife is________ of spiders.

A. terror B. terrifyingC. terrified D. terrify
796. Peter worked for the bank for six months, and then he gave it ________.

A. up B. away C. off D. down
797. How ________ is the Opera House?

A. height B. long C. length D. high
798. When will we leave? ________ he finishes his task.
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A. Now that B. As soon as C. Until D. If
799. It is ________ to drive without a driving license.

A. dangerous B. danger C. dangerously D. in danger
799. I have to live on unemployment benefit because I am ________. 

A. out of duty B. off work C. out of work D. out of job
800. There weren’t any ________ in the company for secretaries. 

A. situations B. spacies C. vacancies D. locations
801. She was filling in the ________ form. 

A. application B. applicant C. apply D. appliance
802. People who are out of work are________. 

A. unemployed B. unemployment C. employed D. employee
803. ________ are written to make people laugh. 

A. Tragedies B. Novels C. Funny stories D. Fictions
804. She gave a long ________ about unemployment in Vietnam. 

A. lecturer B. lecturing C. lectured D. lecture
805. I usually get up late and ________ breakfast at 7. 30 a. m. 

A. eat B. have C. take D. get
806. It was ________ to listen to the story which the guide told. 

A. exciting B. excited C. excite D. excitement
807. He smokes a lot. He is a ________ smoker. 

A. heavy B. hard C. much D. big 
808. It was ________ to see my old friends again after a long time. 

A. surprised B. surprise C. surprisingly D. surprising
809. He fell off his bike, and he’s been in bad ________ for several days now. 

A. circumstance B. condition C. situation D. development
810. During the trip to Japan, we ________ a lot of pictures. 

A. took B. did C. made D. got
811. The ________ of Hanoi is about 5 million. 

A. populated B. population C. popular D. populate
812. Because the weather is very hot, she is not feeling ________ today. 

A. well B. good C. strong D. healthy
813. The 22nd SEA GAMES were _______________ in Vietnam in 2003.

A. met B. held C. taken D. happened
814. She has worked as a doctor ___________ she graduated from university.

A. until B. while C. before D. since
815. My uncle doesn’t have a job. He’s ____________ .

A. lonely B. sick C. cousin D. daughter
816. Mr. Brown has been out of _________ for five months.

A. work B. job C. career D. employment
817. People shout and _________ for one side or the other during the football match.

A. enjoy B. arrange C. cheer D. provide
818. When you go to the Sydney Opera House, There are at least two or three shows 
to ________ your taste.
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A. fit B. suit C. match D. present
819. Two thousand years ago the British Isles  were _________ by speakers of Celtic 
language.

A. inhabited B. lived C. stayed D. survived
820. English is now an effective _____________ of international communication.

A. medium B. method C. usage D. structure
821. Every day thousands of tons of rubbish are __________ into the forest.

A. left B. taken C. brought D. thrown
822. Don’t _____________ much noise. My father is sleeping.

A. make B. do C. hear D. listen
823. James Watt was well – known for the invention of steam engine.

A. successful B. honest C. rich D. famous
824. What would happened if the water resources were contaminated.

A. run out B. restricted C. polluted D. destroyed
825. Mercury is the sun’s swiftest planet.

A. hottest B. smallest C. slowest D. fastest
826. I’m afraid of living on my own in a big city.

A. poorly B. hungry C. freely D. alone
827. Many hundreds of wild animals and plants are now in danger.

A. on sale B. at risk C. in general D. in hurry
828. You should read newspaper everyday to broaden your knowledge.

A. deepen B. widen C. strengthen D. weaken
829. Tom: “ How are you today, Jane?” _ Jane: “ __________”.

A. I’m 20 B. Good, I like it
C. Fine, Thanks D. No, thank you.

830. John; “ Mary Christmas.” _ Mary; “ _________.”
A. The same to you B. Good. I like it C. Happy to you D. I want it

831. Lan: Thanks for your help, Linh.” _ “___________________.”
A. With all my heart B. It’s my pleasure C. Never remind me D. All it is for you.

832. Hoa : “ Thank you for the nice gift.” _ Trang: “_______________.”
A. But do you know how much it costs? B. you’re welcomed.
C. In fact, I myself don’t like it. D. I’m glad you like it.

833.  How do you do? I’m Peter.
 _______________________
      A. I’m fine. Thank you. B. How do you do? I’m John.   C. How are you? D. How’s 
thing?
834.  Do you like a coffee? - ____________________ .

A. Oh, dear B. Everything is Ok C. Oh, yes. I’d love one D. How do 
you do.

835. Thank you very much. - _______________________ .
A. Not at all B. You’re welcome           C. That’s all right D. all are 
correct

836. I’m sorry. It’s late. I must go now. Bye bye. - ____________
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A. You’re welcome B. Good bye. See you soon. C. Not at all D. Hello
837.  How  are you getting on? - ___________________.

A. All right B. Not bad                         C. It’s Ok D. All are 
correct

838. My name is Peter.
____________________.

       A. I’m pleased to meet you! B. What a pleasure!
       C. It’s my pleasure! D. I’m very happy!
839. Would you like some coffee now?

a. Yes, I would b. Yes, please c. Yes, I like d. Yes, I'd like
840. Would you like to come to a dance?

a. Yes, I would b. Yes, please c. Yes I like d. Yes, I'd like to
841. ______________________ if you took the map.

A. You won’t get lost B. You wouldn’t get lost
C. You wouldn’t have got most D. you didn’t get lost

842. It has been ten years since __________________.
A. I last talked to Mary B. I have talked to Mary Last
C. The last time I was talking to Mary D. I talked to last Mary

843. _______________ and you will succeed.
A. Working hard B. Work hard C. If you work hard D. If only you will work hard

844. He walked slowly ____________ .
A. in his bad leg B. because of his bad leg
C. so that his leg was bad D. so leg was bad

845. I’m not used to _________________ .
A. have my photographs taken B. have my photographs take
C. having my photographs taken D. have my photographs to take

846. The furniture was _________________.
A. too expensive for me to buy B. very expensive for me to buy
C. enough expensive for me to buy D. such expensive that I didn’t buy it

847. ________________ that it frightened everyone in the room.
A. The noise was too loud B. The noise was so loud
C. The noise was very loud D. The noise was loud enough

848. I am afraid of ______________ by the strong wind.
A. taking away B. take away         C. being taking away D. being taking 
away

849. David Beckham, ________________ is a famous footballer.
A. who his wife is a singer, B. the wife of whom is a singer,
C. whose wife is a singer, D. whom’s wife is a singer

850. When I was young, _____________________ .
A. I used to stay up late to study B. I was used to stay up late to study
C. I use to stay up late to study D. I got used to stay up late to study

851. _____________________ , you will be late for the lecture.
A. If you not take a taxi B. Unless you take a taxi
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C. Because you not take a taxi D. For you not take a taxi
852. The little children ___________ to the water park.

A. enjoyed taking B. enjoyed to be taken
C. enjoyed being taken D. were enjoyed to taken

853. The baby will be ill _________________ .
A. unless you keep him warm B. if you keep him warm
C. unless you kept him warm D. ifs you kept him warm

854. He doesn’t go out __________________ .
A. as often as he would B. more often as he did
C. as often as he once was D. as often as he used to

855. Last week, John sold _____________________ .
A. as goods than I do B. as many goods than me
C. more goods than I did D. so much goods as me

856. She asked him _______________ .
A. What is your name is B. What your name is
C. What was his name D. What his name was

857. We are going on _________________ .
A. a two weeks vacation. B. a two – week vacation
C. a vacation two weeks D. a two weeks in vacation

858. The mother got angry because __________________ .
A. her son behaved badly B. her son will behaved badly
C. her son’s bad behavior D. her son bad behaving

859. If he worked harder, he ____________________ .
A. will not be sacked B. will not have been sacked
C. had not been sacked D. would not be sacked

860. The tea was _______________ .
A. very hot to drink B. too hot to drink C. too hot for drinking D. too hot to drink it

861. It _____________ to go swimming.
A. was so cold for us not B. was too cold for us.
C. was for us too cold D. was such cold for us

862. Of the five students, Mary _______________ .
A. more intelligent B. the more intelligent
C. most intelligent D. the most intelligent

863. They are building a bridge across that driver.
A. A bridge are built across that driver.            C.  A bridge is built across that driver.
B. A bridge is being builted across that driver. D.A bridge is being built across that 

driver.
864. No one has used this machine for 3 years.

A. This machine has been used for 3 years by any one.
B. This machine has not been used for 3 years .
C. This machine has not to be used 3 years .
D. This machine has not used 3 years.

865. The laser beam can remove bone.
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A. They can remove the laser beam.           C. Bone can be removed by the laser 
beam.

B. Bone can removed the laser beam.         D. Bone can be remove by the laser 
beam.

866. It was too late _________________ .
A. to go for them to the party. B. because they go to the party.
C. so they go to the party D. for they to go to the party.

867. It has been a long time since they met.
A. They didn’t meet for a long time. C. They didn’t meet a long time.
B. They haven’t met since a long time. D. They haven’t met for a long time.

868. No one works harder than George.
A. George works as hard as anyone does. C. George works as hardly as anyone 

does.
B. George works hardest of everyone. D. George didn’t work less  harder than 

anyone does.
869. This room is too small for six people.

A. This room is very small for six people.    B. This room isn’t  big enough for six 
people. 

C. This room is so small to have six people. D. This room isn’t  enough big  for six 
people.

870. You don’t try to work hard. You will fail in the exam.
A. Unless you don’t try to work hard, you will fail in the exam.
B. Unless you  try to work hard, you won’t fail in the exam.
C. Unless you don’t try to work hard, you will fail in the exam.
D. Unless do you  try to work hard, you will fail in the exam.

871. I last heard this song ten years ago.
A. It is ten years since I last heard this song. C. It was ten years since I have heard 

this song.
B. It is ten years when I last heard this song. D. It has been ten years when I have 

heard this song.
872. She started learning English ten years ago.

A. She has not learnt English before. C. She has not learnt English since ten years.
B. She learnt English ten years ago. D. She has learnt English for ten years.

873. Somebody repaired her bicycle yesterday.
A. She had to repair her bicycle yesterday. C. She had her bicycle to repair 

yesterday.
B. She had her bicycle repaired yesterday.  D. She had her bicycle repaired 

yesterday
874. They have planted some trees in the garden.

A. The garden has been planted some trees.
B. some trees have been planted in the garden.
C. In the garden, three have been planted some trees.
D. There were some trees planting in the garden.
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875. His parents made him study medicine.
A. He was made study medicine. C. He was made to study medicine.
B. He made to be studied medicine. D. He was made by his parents studying 

medicine.
876. We couldn’t answer those two difficult questions.

A. Those two difficult questions couldn’t have been answered.
B. Those two questions were so difficult that we couldn’t answer them.
C. Those two questions were too difficult for us to answer.
D. Those two questions were not enough difficult to answer for us.

877. Her good exam result caused us no surprise.
A. She did well in the exam, which made us surprised
B. We were not surprised at her good exam result.
C. We were surprised at her good exam result.
D. We thought she had got better exam result.

878. John doesn’t play tennis. David doesn’t play tennis.
A. Both John and David doesn’t play tennis. B. Neither John nor David plays tennis.
C. Not either John or David plays tennis.D. Not only John but also David doesn’t play 
tennis.
879. The bicycle was so expensive that I didn't buy it. 

A. If the bicycle had been cheaper, I would have bought it. 
B. I was rich enough to buy the bicycle. 
C. I couldn't afford to buy the bicycle. 
D. The bicycle was too expensive for me to buy. 

890. The water was very cold, so we couldn't swim. 
A. The water was too cold for us to swim. 
B. We couldn't swim because the water was very cold. 
C. The water was very cold but we still went swimming. 
D. The water was very cold; therefore, we couldn't swim. 

891. My father hasn't smoked for two years. 
A. My father gave up smoking two years ago. 
B. My father started smoking two years ago. 
C. The first time my father smoked was two years ago. 
D. It's two years since my father started smoking. 

892. Jane is too short; she can't apply for the job. 
A. Jane could apply for the job if she were taller. 
B. Jane is short of money, so she can't apply for the job. 
C. Jane would be taller if she could apply for the job. 
D. If Jane could apply for the job, she wouldn't be short. 

893. We spent half an hour walking to the river. 
A. Spending half an hour, we walked along the river. 
B. It took us half an hour to walk to the river. 
C. We walked to the river spending half an hour. 
D. Walking to the river took us half an hour. 
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894. They are repainting the fence at the moment. 
A. At the moment something is being repainted in the garden. 
B. The fence will be repainted in a moment. 
C. The fence is going to be repainted. 
D. The fence is being repainted at the moment. 

895. If you don't water these plants, they will die. 
A. Unless you water these plants, they won't die. 
B. Watering these plants will make them die. 
C. These plants will die unless you water them. 
D. These plants will die even if you water them. 

896. Learning English is not easy. 
A. English is so difficult that you can't learn it. 
B. It is too difficult to learn English. 
C. It is difficult to learn English. 
D. English is easy enough for you to learn. 

897. Roses can't possibly grow in such poor soil. 
A. Why don't you grow roses in such poor soil? 
B. It is impossible for rose to grow in such poor soil. 
C. You are advised to grow roses in such poor soil. 
D. You shouldn't grow roses in such poor soil. 

898. His grandmother is very weak. She can't even sit up. 
A. His grandmother is too weak to sit up. 
B. His grandmother is very weak, but she can't sit up. 
C. His grandmother should sit up although she is very weak. 
D. His grandmother can't sit up, even though she is not so weak. 

899. Tom is better at tennis than John.
A. John is worse at tennis than Tom. B. John is not as good at tennis Tom as 

Tom.
C. John is not so bad at tennis as John.  D. John is not so good at 

tennis as John.
900. I used to live in London.

A. I Lived in London once, but I don’t any more.   B. No more do I want to live in 
London.

C. It’s a long time since I left London.       D. I was used to living in London a long 
time ago.
901. When he worked here, Simon _____ mistakes. 

A. was always making B. made always 
C. was making always D. always made 

902.  Someone must have taken my bag. I clearly remember _____ it by the window 
and now it has gone. 

A. to have left B. leave C. to leave D. leaving 
903. He _____ me by asking me stupid questions while I am working. 

A. annoys B. quarrels C. interferes D. damages 
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904. The job was more difficult than I _____ expected it to be. 
A. have B. had C. would D. might 

905. A good friend will stand _____ you when you're having problems. 
A. by B. against others C. out for D. up with 

906. You have no right _____ my daughter. 
A. seeing B. to see C. to have seen D. see 

907. The child was told to eat all his vegetables or _____ he would get no ice-cream. 
A. else B. in case C. instead D. in fact 

908. BARNEY&FRIENDS gave children _____ pleasure. 
A. a great deal of B. a large quantity C. a large deal of D. a great number of 

909. Do you have any objections _____ this new road scheme? 
A. at B. with C. to D. for 

910. I went to Tom's house last night and rang the doorbell. There was no answer. He 
_____ out. 

A. must have gone B. must go C. should have gone D. should go 
9111. Despite a lot of hardship, the Green City Project will go _____. 

A. before B. forward C. advance D. ahead 
912. The question of the late payment of bills was _____ again at the board meeting. 

A. risen B. brought C. taken D. raised 
913. I have told him never _____ here again. 

A. should come B. come C. to come D. coming 
914. I'm sorry! I didn't break that vase on _____. 

A. my mind B. time C. purpose D. intention 
915. _____ the lion did not try to hurt him, Androcles went nearer to pull out the thorn. 

A. Seeing that B. In order that C. So that D. Although 
916. I don't feel like _____ to the cinema now. 

A. go B. to have gone C. going D. to go 
917. Since my mother died, my closest _____ is my cousin. 

A. related B. parent C. relative D. person 
918. _____ you have no key, you will have to get back before I go out. 

A. Unless B. Provided C. Although D. As 
919. He has _____ money in the bank. 

A. a large number of B. a lots of C. a lot of D. lot of 
920. I didn't realized that somebody was recording our conversation. 

A. I didn't realized that our conversation was recorded. 
B. I didn't realized that our conversation was being recorded by someone. 
C. Our conversation wasn't realized to be recorded. 
D. I didn't realized that our conversation was being recorded. 

921. Tuberculosis _____ an infectious disease.
a. was b. has been c. would be d. is

922. Pasteur _____ in the 19th century.
 a. was living b. lived c. had lived d. has lived

923. Since 1980, scientists the world over _____ a lot of things to fight against AIDS.
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 a. have done b. are doing c. did d. had done
924. At present, they _____ with the medicines to cure this terrible disease.

a. have experimented b. are going to experiment 
c. are experimenting d. have been experimenting

925.  Many people  _____ of malaria, smallpox before the process of vaccination was 
invented in the 19th century.

a. have died b. had died c. would die d. 
were dying
926. Our government _____ a system of private schools in a near future.

a. was developing b. has developed c. would develop d.  is  going 
to develop
927. The doctor said that his appetite _____ him restore his health quickly.

a. has helped b. helps c. would help d. is helping
928. Now my sister _____ a bicycle of her own.

a. is having b. are having c. has d. had
929. A football team _____ chiefly of 12 players.

a. composed b. composes c. comprised d. 
comprises 
930. This is the first time I _____ here.

a. am b. have been c. was d. be
931. Last week, my professor promised that he _____ today. 

a. would come b. will come c. comes d. coming
932. My girl friend arrived after I _____ for her about half an hour. 

a. was waiting b. had been waiting c. have been waiting d. have waited 
933. Did she say she ……. him tomorrow?

a. has visited b. will visit c. would visit d. is going to visit 
934. …………… to rain before you woke up this morning? 

a. Did it begin b. Has it begun c. Had it begun d. Would it begin
935. My daughter saw an elephant this morning but she ……………….. one before.

a. had never seen b. has never seen c. never sees d. 
never had seen 
936. I …………. in Da Nang before I moved to Dong Nai. 

a. have been living b. have lived c. had lived d. had been living 
937. There are many ways …………. to Rome.

a. is leading b. are leading c. leading d. led
938. I just want to know what you ...….. at this time tomorrow afternoon.

a. are going to do b. will be doing c. are doing d. do
939. I am reading this novel. By the time you come back from work I …………… .

a. shall finish b. will finish c. shall have finished d. have finished 
940. Tarkis worked hard so that he …………….. himself. 

A. can support b. could support c. is able to support d. may support
941. I ...................... to get up early when I lived in London. 

A. didn't use B. wasn't used C. used not D. a and c 
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942. The book is ............. interesting ............ informative. 
A. no word / and B. not only / but also C. both / and D. all are correct 

943. The ...................... acted promptly and the operation was successful. 
A. physicist B. chemist C. surgeon D. worker 

944. Don't be .............. Everything will be OK. 
A. overanxious B. overeating C. over weight D. overnight 

945. Mary is used to asking her mother to .......... her son when she is on business. 
A. make allowance for B. catch sight of C. make use of D. take care of 

946. He is my particular friend we never have ............ 
A. agreement B. disagreements C. common D. 

protection 
947. I bought a coat ............ my mother ............ the supermarket. 

A. for/from B. from/for C. for/at D. for/in 
948. ....... shopping at the supermarket. 

A. Never I have gone B. Never have I gone C. Never have gone I D. All are 
correct 
949. In order to increase the output, the workers have to work overtime. 

A. goods B. things C. production D. cargo 
950. I have lived in this city for 5 years and I am .................... in traffic jams. 

A. experience B. experiencing C. experienced D. experiences 
951. If someone knocks .......... the door ................... night, don't open it. 

A. at / at B. on / at C. up / in D. at / on 
952. Up to now, we ........... the pollution problems yet. 

A. haven’t solved B. are not solving C. hadn’t solved D. will not 
have solved 
953. He pulled the telephone to pieces. He .............. 

A. broke the telephone up into parts. B. dropped the telephone. 
C. threw the telephone away. D. put the telephone aside. 

954. Everybody admires their ................... 
A. friend B. friendly C. friendships D. friendless 

955. I haven't seen him ........................... 1990. 
A. for B. since C. in D. from 

956. Tail pipe emission refers to ..................... 
A. lightning B. engine exhaust C. volcanic eruptions D. all 

are correct 
957. He said he would visit me .......... following day. 

A. a B. an C. the D. no aricle 
958. Most of American women who are used to independence do not want to 
be ............. 

A. objected B. advised C. protected D. omitted 
959. When we boil water, it .............. 

A. freezes B. vaporises C. melts D. disappears 
960. The teacher was explaining the lesson slowly and clearly ................. 
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       A. to make his students to understand it.         B. in order that his students can 
understand it. 
      C. so as to that his students could understand it. D. so that his students could 
understand it. 
961. Automobile's exhaust system gave off foul smelling fumes. 

A. erected B. blew C. emitted D. emote 
962. The environmental ................... is doing harm on us. 

A. destroy B. destructible C. destruction D. destructive 
963. Some workers are so poor that they don’t want to quit their job .............they are ill-
treated. 

A. as though B. although C. since D. if 
964. I can't speak Chinese, ......... 

A. So can't Peter. B. Peter can't, too C. Either can't Peter D. 
Neither can Peter 
965. Wind and water cause the .......... of soil. 

A. disappearance B. erosion C. contribution D. limitation 
966. Many Vietnamese students find it difficult to write in ................ style. 

A. normal B. formal C. ordinary D. extraordinary 
967. My nephew is lonely. He would be happier if he had someone ............. 

A. that he could play with. B. whom he could play with.  C. to play with. D. all are 
correct. 
968. The woman ........... at the principal's office is our new teacher. 

A. whom is standing B. that is standing C. had stood D. all are correct 
969. ............. wildlife is a very important work for us to do. 

A. Hunting B. Destroying C. Draining D. Guardkeeping 
970. "I'm always nervous when I travel by plane." means ............. 

A. Although I travel by plane I am always nervous. B. Flying always makes me 
nervous. 

C. Flying always makes me to be nervous. D. Being nervous I travel by 
plane. 
971. Shaking hands is a .................. greeting. 

A. formal B. conventional C. extraordinary D. unusual 
972. We were confused .............. the cross word puzzles. 

A. on B. with C. of D. for 
973. Thank you for the ............ gift. 

A. unexpect B. unexpected C. unexpectedly D. 
unexpectedness 
974. At last I had to force him away. I couldn't tolerate him. 

A. put aside B. put up with C. keep up with D. be fed up with 
975. The situation is .............. we can't do anything to improve it. 

A. useless B. childless C. hopeless D. careless 
976. He was sacked because he had worked ............... 

A. irresponsible B. irresponsibly C. responsible D. responsibly 
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977. Each of the students ................. ready for the oral test. 
A. is B. be C. are D. have been 

978. Everyone has to prepare the report ............. 
A. ourselves B. yourself C. itself D. himself 

979. The manager decided to ................... with the plan although he was in difficulties, 
A. go over B. go away C. go out D. go ahead 

980. There are a lot of people ............... London every day. 
A. visit B. to visit C. visiting D. have visited 

981. In the US, most women do not ......... their maiden name when they get married. 
A. retain B. maintain C. entertain D. restrain 

982. Thanks to the efforts of the environmentalists, bear is no longer in danger of 
becoming an ...................species. 

A. rarely B. precious C. special D. extinct 
983. Nguyen Du devoted all his lifetime .................... writing. 

A. for B. from C. in D. to 
984. To trust a good friend is to .................... him. 

A. rely on B. count on C. believe D. all are correct 
985. The boss often has his secretary ......... the letters. 

A. to type B. type C. typing D. typed 
986. My suggestions were ignored. It means ................. 

A. They ignored my suggestions B. No one paid attention to my 
suggestions 

C. They put aside my suggestions D. All are correct 
987. He was the first man ............... left the burning house. 

A. whom B. which C. that D. when 
988. My friend is a ........... 

A. statistics B. statistician C. statistical D. statistically 
989. Your hairstyle is quite similar ................ me. 

A. of B. to C. from D. with 
990. ................ beautiful your new dress is! 

A. what B. whether C. how D. which 
991. By the time the ambulance approached, the old man ....................... 

A. dies B. died C. had died D. would die 
992. f the five students, Mary is ................ 

A. more intelligent.     B. the more intelligent.  C. most intelligent. D. the most 
intelligent. 
993. Everything is available ________ the operation. 

A. of B. for C. on D. from 
994. .............. my friend came. 
       A. On my leaving home B. When leaving home C. Leaving home  D. As I has just 
left home 
995. He said he was ........employee of ............. gas company and he came to 
get ........... bill. 
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A. an / the / the B. a / a / a C. an / a / the D. an / the / no article 
996. Don't let the little boy play with scissors ............... he cuts himself. 

A. in case B. although C. unless D. so that 
997. Since he has never been in such a situation before his apprehension was 
understandable. 

A. eagerness B. hesitation C. excitement D. fear 
998. He .............. the organization of the celebration. 

A. underwent B. undertook C. understood D. undercharged 
999. Laser can kill cancer .............. and leave healthy neighbours unharmed. 

A. pulps B. cents C. blood D. cells 
1000. At 10 o’clock tomorrow morning, ............. our final test. 

A. will take B. will be taking C. has been taking D. would be 
taking 

 

40
1

411 421 431 441 451 461 471 481 491

402 412 422 432 442 452 462 472 482 492
403 413 423 433 443 453 463 473 483 493
404 414 424 434 444 454 464 474 484 494
405 415 425 435 445 455 465 475 485 495
406 416 426 436 446 456 466 476 486 496
407 417 427 437 447 457 467 477 487 497
408 418 428 438 448 458 468 478 488 498
409 419 429 439 449 459 469 479 489 499
410 420 430 440 450 460 470 480 490 500

501 511 521 531 541 551 561 571 581 591
502 512 522 532 542 552 562 572 582 592
503 513 523 533 543 553 563 573 583 593
504 514 524 534 544 554 564 574 584 594
505 515 525 535 545 555 565 575 585 595
506 516 526 536 546 556 566 576 586 596
507 517 527 537 547 557 567 577 587 597
508 518 528 538 548 558 568 578 588 598
509 519 529 539 549 559 569 579 589 599
510 520 530 540 550 560 570 580 590 600

601 611 621 631 641 651 661 671 681 691
602 612 622 632 642 652 662 672 682 692
603 613 623 633 643 653 663 673 683 693
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604 614 624 634 644 654 664 674 684 694
605 615 625 635 645 655 665 675 685 695
606 616 626 636 646 656 666 676 686 696
607 617 627 637 647 657 667 677 687 697
608 618 628 638 648 658 668 678 688 698
609 619 629 639 649 659 669 679 689 699
610 620 630 640 650 660 670 680 690 700
701 711 721 731 741 751 761 771 781 791
702 712 722 732 742 752 762 772 782 792
703 713 723 733 743 753 763 773 783 793
704 714 724 734 744 754 764 774 784 794
705 715 725 735 745 755 765 775 785 795
706 716 726 736 746 756 766 776 786 796
707 717 727 737 747 757 767 777 787 797
708 718 728 738 748 758 768 778 788 798
709 719 729 739 749 759 769 779 789 799
710 720 730 740 750 760 770 780 790 800

801 811 821 831 841 851 861 871 881 891
802 812 822 832 842 852 862 872 882 892
803 813 823 833 843 853 863 873 883 893
804 814 824 834 844 854 864 874 884 894
805 815 825 835 845 855 865 875 885 895
806 816 826 836 846 856 866 876 886 896
807 817 827 837 847 857 867 877 887 897
808 818 828 838 848 858 868 878 888 898
809 819 829 839 849 859 869 879 889 899
810 820 830 840 850 860 870 880 890 900

901 911 921 931 941 951 961 971 981 991
902 912 922 932 942 952 962 972 982 992
903 913 923 933 943 953 963 973 983 993
904 914 924 934 944 954 964 974 984 994
905 915 925 935 945 955 965 975 985 995
906 916 926 936 946 956 966 976 986 996
907 917 927 937 947 957 967 977 987 997
908 918 928 938 948 958 968 978 988 998
909 919 929 939 949 959 969 979 989 999
910 920 930 940 950 960 970 980 990 100

0

11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 D91
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12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 D92 C
13 23 33 43 53 63 73 83 D93 C
14 24 34 44 54 64 74 84 C94 A
15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 B95 D
16 26 36 46 56 66 76 86 C96 D
17 27 37 47 57 67 77 87 C97
18 28 38 48 58 68 78 88 C98 D
19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 A99 C

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 A100 C

101 A111 121 131 141 151 161 171 181 191
102 A112 122 132 142 152 162 172 182 192
103 B113 123 133 143 153 163 173 183 193
104 C114 124 134 144 154 164 174 184 194
105 115 125 135 145 155 165 175 185 195
106 116 126 136 146 156 166 176 186 196
107 117 127 137 147 157 167 177 187 197
108 118 128 138 148 158 168 178 188 198
109 119 129 139 149 159 169 179 189 199
110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200

201 211 221 231 241 251 261 271 281 291
202 212 222 232 242 252 262 272 282 292
203 213 223 233 243 253 263 273 283 293
204 214 224 234 244 254 264 274 284 294
205 215 225 235 245 255 265 275 285 295
206 216 226 236 246 256 266 276 286 296
207 217 227 237 247 257 267 277 287 297
208 218 228 238 248 258 268 278 288 298
209 219 229 239 249 259 269 279 289 299
210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300
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